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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to understand the experience of parents caring for a child 
with special health care needs (SHCN) in the Northern Health Authority of British 
Columbia. Children with special health care needs and the famOies that care for them are
an underserved population in northern British Columbia. Advances in home care supports 
for these families have not kept pace with the technological and medical advances that 
have inçroved their chances for survival. This has created new roles for families who must 
learn all aspects of their child’s care, including technical skills. In caring for their children, 
parents must interact with health professionals and work through a maze of services and 
programs that are in principle available to them in the province. What parents indicate they 
require to manage effectively their child’s SHCN at home does not match what is currently 
available. This study explicates these differences.
A qualitative exploratory approach was used to conduct in-depth semi-structured 
interviews with six families and generated data focused on the experience of caring for a 
child with SHCN at home. A series of parental needs not being met were identified. 
Utilizing content analysis, results presented within categories include the need for respite, 
support, personalized direction, coordination and organization of services, and specific 
information and knowledge. Based on the results, recommendations for health care 
professionals involved with such families are put forward. In addition, policy 
recommendations related to the education of these professionals are suggested.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The number of children with special health care needs (SHCN) living in communities 
across Canada is unknown. However, pracdtmners report that technological and medical 
advances have incgnoved survival rates An children bom with life-threateniog physical 
conditions and has increased the number of children requiring specialized community-care 
(Canadian Institute of Child Health, 2(XX)). According to the 1996-97 National Population 
Health Survey, approximately 7.7% of Canadian youth between birth and 19 years old 
have disabilities ((Canadian Institute of Child Health, 2000). Over 80% of these children 
were found to have more than one disability and need either some or a great deal of 
assistance with a range of daily living activities and provision of medical care. Their 
families are expected to carry the burden of meeting the financial, physical, emotional, 
developmental, and social challenges associated with caring for children with disabilities, 
hi particular, these disalnlities ;nesent an array of SHCN at home for families living in 
northern British Columbia (B.C.).
A B.C. survey (University of Victoria, 1995) revealed there were 152,000 uiqiaid 
primary caregivers in the province. Parents, especially mothers, were the main caregivers 
of children. In a recent study by the Canadian Association far Community Care (1995), 
concerns identified fitr families caring far a child with SHCN at home were the need fDr 
continuity of care over the life cycle, national standards for home care and support 
services, access to respite programs, and the need for more residential housing options. 
Further, these emergent issues are evideit in the wort of home care nurses who have seen 
an increase in the numbers and the complexity of care that these children require at home
(Fbrsman, 1999; Hayes & Cook, 1991). This trend of children with increasing complexity 
of care being given at home requires that a large proportion of total dollars spent on child 
health go to children with SHCN; yet their special needs are not fuHy met.
Several authors use the term children with 'special health care needs' (SHCN) to
describe children who have similar experiences despite differing diagnoses (Jessop &
Stein, 1994; McPherson, Arango, & Fox, 1998; Todaro, Faiha, & Caldwell, 1993). A 
definition offered by McPherson, Arango, & Fox (1998) to describe children with SHCN 
are those who have or are at increased risk for a chronic physical, developmental, 
behavioral, or emotional conditions. They are children who require an array of services 
beyond what is required by children generally. For the purpose of my study, the above 
understanding of children with SHCN is utilized.
The feasibility of providing home care for children with SHCN has been well 
documented (Hirsch & Barela, 1996; Jessop & Stein, 1994; Perrin & Ireys, 1984; Petr, 
Murdock, & Chapin, 1995; Teague, Fleming, Castle, Kieman, Lobo, Riggs, & Wolfe, 
1993; Wheeler & Lewis, 1993). As home based care of children with SHCN has become a 
trend, it has also increased the caretaking responsibilities of families and communities 
(Anderson, 1981). Currently, families are providing care in their homes that in the past 
occurred in hospitals or long term care settings. This means that the fiamily is the primary 
source of care for the child, managing the child’s needs on a daily basis.
In managing a child with SHCN at home, families find the responsibilities to be 
stressful Parents describe erqraiences such as burnout, skq* deprivation, chronic fatigue, 
and social isolation (Dodgson, et af 2000; Heaman, 1995; Jessop & Stein, 1994; Kendle
& Carq)anale, 2001; McCubbin & McCubbm, 1993; Ray & Ritchie, 1993). As noted by 
Kendle & Conpanale (2001), constant caregiving is exhausting and puts the car^ver at 
risk physically, emotionally, and spiritually, which is considered a risk factor 6)r abuse and 
neglect. These families reveal that they are in need of assistance in order to cope 
effectively with caring for their child at home. In B.C., the Ministry for Children and 
Family Development is providing programs to support these families at home.
A service within the Ministry is the Nursing Respite Program, established in 1988 as a 
province-wide community based support for medically fragile children (Appendix A). It is 
housed under Nursing Support Services, a provincial program providing qualified nursing 
services to children and youth with special needs at home and their families. Access to the 
Nursing Respite Program requires children to be medically fragile and in need of care from 
a Registered Nurse. Although many families have expressed interest in applying for and 
receiving services from the Nursing Respite Program, they have been denied these services 
because of not fitting the program’s eligibility criteria.
Another ministerial service for these families is the At Home Program (Appendix B). 
This program was incplemented in October of 1989 and current^ serves a^qnoximately 
900 children (W. Fremp, personal communication, April 9, 2002). Initially, more than 
2,000 families in B.C. were identified by health care professionals as requiring services 
from this program. Many did not meet the eligibility criteria, which included being 
depaident in feeding, dressing, toileting, and moWhty. The Report of the B.C. Royal 
Commission on Health Care and Costs (1991) stated that "criteria for entering the At 
Home Program needed to be expanded to include children with less severe disabilities" (p.
C-46). However, these criteria were not expanded and many families caring for children 
with less severe disaWhties remain nnderserved.
These two {Kograms have as their essential components respite care and Gnancial 
support. Closer inspection of their eligibility criteria, however, reveals an exclusion of 
children with less severe disabilities who otherwise Gt the deGnition of children with 
SHCN. This was substantiated by a study completed by the B.C. Ministry of Social 
Services (1993). This evaluative work found that these programs address families who 
qualify for government programs, but comprise only a proportion of the special needs 
population (B.C. Ministry of Social Services, 1993). Again, it is the families caring for 
children with less severe disabilities who make up the remaining proportion, who do not 
qualify for these programs, and thus remain underserved.
Some of these children with less severe disabilities do receive services from non-profit 
organizations. For example, in the Northern Health Authority, children with autism receive 
support from Gateway, a non-profit association (Appendix C), and children with cerebral 
palsy receive support from the Child Development Center (C.D.C.). Waiting lists of one to 
five years are common for programs such as Gateway (L. PeUant, personal 
cornrnunicafion, April 10,2002). At the C.D.C., the waiting list for support sovices is 
approximately 2 months or longer (L. McQuary, personal communication, April 12,
2002). My discussions with caseworkers and social workers affiliated with these 
programs reveal that such families do receive some services. However, no home based 
support is available in the form of respite care, financial assistance for medical supplies and 
other care needs, or training for home support workers. Thus, families continue to carry
the bmden of coordiiialing and managing the care for their child at home. This realization 
became the focus of my study.
C/mkrdüw&ntg Chregrverg
A discussion with community health nurses in the Northern Health Authority reveals
that the needs of families caring for children with SHCN at home, specifically those 
families of children with less complex care, are not being met. Families who are not 
approved for the At Home Program are provided with some support in the form of 
financial assistance for respite (temporary relief from caregiving). This financial assistance 
falls short for two reasons. The first is that there is now a waiting list to receive this 
financial benefit. The second is that when the financial assistance for respite care is 
provided to families it is difficult for them to access qualified respite care providers. The 
burden for these families is increased, as they must find someone to provide the respite 
care they need and in many cases must educate them as welL
In B.C., support for home based care has been recognized at the provincial level under 
the New Directions initiative (B.C. Ministry of Health, 1994). The Ministry of Health’s 
New Directions Core Services report (1994) stated that home based care is to be a 
requirement in every region. This has been confirmed in the most recent statement of Core 
Services (Ministry of Health Services, 2002). The purpose of home based care is to assist 
persons with a disease or disability to maintain as ranch independent living as possible. 
This report also identifies that respite is to be provided in most or all health regions using 
one or more of a range of services. As a major component of home based care, respite 
care is to be available on a preventative, planned, or emergency basis. The Northern and 
Rural Task Force (1995) also identified the need for respite by families providing home
based care. Their report suggested that respite from caregiving duties must be fkxiWe,
accessible, and responsive to both the caregiver and the care receiver. According to 
community health nurses and professionals in the Northern Health Authority, however, 
support for home based care, specifically respite, is either lacking or inadequate to meet 
families' needs (K. Shannon, personal communication, April 11,2002). This lack of 
respite service for families caring for children with less severe disabilities is supported in a 
study by Davis & Steele (1991) who found there is a considerable difference between the 
services provided currently to families in the community and the services desired by them 
Thus, I began to suspect that families of children with less severe disabilities who do not 
qualify for the full range of services within the Northern Health Authority are falling 
through the cracks'.
It is inportant for health care professionals to have an understanding of the perceived
needs of families who are falling through the cracks in order to strengthen, support, and 
offer services to parents caring for children with SHCN at home. Traditionally, health care 
providers have relied on their own perceptions of what consumers need in planning and 
developing programs for children and their families. This approach often overlooked the 
perceived needs and concerns of the family (Diehl, Moffitt, & Wade, 1991). It is my view 
that since parents are usually the primary caregivers for their clnld with SHCN at home, it 
is important to ensure that their voices are heard. As health care professionals guided by a 
provincial health mandate, it is our responsibility to ensure that aU families are supported 
in the role of caring for their child with SHCN at home. Through my work as a community 
health nurse concerned with successfully planning, developing, and implementing effective
health care services in northern B.C., I wanted to elicit the perspectives of family members 
regarding the needs associated with caring for a child with SHCN at home.
Although there is a substantial amount of literature focused on the chronically iU child 
and the fam%, there is a signiGcant gap in understanding the perceived needs of families 
caring for a child with SHCN at home who are not eligible for government programs and 
who live in the northern part of the province. In addition, my study was further stimulated 
by reports of families falling through the cracks and by the limited research examining the 
parents’ perceptions of the experience of caring for a child with SHCN at home. The 
purpose of this study is to understand these families’ health concerns when caring for a 
child with SHCN at home. The overall research question guiding ngr study is: What are 
the experiences of parents caring for a chDd with SHCN at home? Two speciGc questions 
include: (1) What are the challenges for these parents in relation to their identified needs 
and concerns? and, (2) How do parents manage or not manage the care needed by these 
children at home? A qualitative exploratory approach was used to conduct in-depth semi­
structured interviews with six families and to generate data focused on the experience of 
caring for a chüd with SHCN at home. In order to design and in^lanent effective health 
care services, nurses and other health care professionals must respond effectively by 
understanding the needs and concerns of parents as expressed by them Both parents and 
professionals must collaborate together to find better solutions.
Chapter One provides an introduction to the study. In Chapter Two, a critical review of 
the literature that is relevant to this study is presented. Chapter Three facuses on the
research method, and includes a descrq)tkm of the fanmHes involved in this stm^, as well 
as the method of analysis used. The findings are presented in Chapter Four, with key ideas 
from those findings discussed in relation to the existing research literature. Lastly, the 
conclusions of the study and in^lications of the findings for community health practice, 
education, research, and policy developanent are presented in Chtq)ter Rve.
CHAPTER2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
JkAWwcfWM
In this chapter, I situate ny study in the current body of knowledge related to the 
experiences of parents who are caring for a cbDd with special health care needs (SHCN) at 
home. From a historical perspective, early literature in nursing and other discqdines
focused on children in hospitals followed by a shift to children with chronic conditions. 
Most recently, articles have ftxmsed on new kinds of challenges faced by medically ftagile 
children and technology dependent children being cared for at home by their parents.
In order to understand the experiences of parents caring for a child with SHCN at 
home in a northern community, 1 chose to approach rny review in the fblk)wing way. 
Generally, I reviewed the literature pertaining to the effect of a child with SHCN on the 
family and how families manage or do not manage (hange. The notion of resilient families 
as having the ability to recover horn adversity and a d ^  to change is of particular interest 
to me and informs ny analysis. SpecihcaHy, 1 reviewed the literature describing the needs 
of these families and the literature relating to home based supports for these families. 
Lastly, I reviewed the literature revealing the challenges for families living in rural 
coimnunitks in meeting the needs of their chDdrai with SHCN, as well as the literature 
seeking to inçrove access to specialized services for these children through the use of 
telehealth technology.
The earliest literature reviewed for this study focused on parents of sick children in 
hospitals (Hymovich, 1976). Acutely ill dnkhen were studied, including the eSects of 
ho^ntaHzation on them, their pararts, and the family unit. The difkrences between
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chüdreii with acute illnesses and children with long termor chronic illnesses became the 
next focus of research. The experience of caring for a child with a chronic illness hollowed, 
with conditions such as diabetes, cystic hbrosis, and asthma being studied. Chronic illness 
was viewed as having commonalities with acute illness despite the actual disease process 
(Hymovich, 1981), and families and children were studied in hospital and home settings.
Throughout the 1990’s and into the 2000's, articles have focused on new kinds of 
challenges faced by medically fragile children and technology dépendait children being 
cared for at home by their parents. Advances in technology have increased the survival of 
children bom with fife threatening conditions, resulting in a population of children 
requiring technology and sophisticated equipment, and professional care, to sustain their 
fives.
Most recently, articles have focused on a new definition of children with special health 
care needs ^cPberson, Arango, & Fox, 1998; Todaro et al, 1994). These are children 
who have or are at increased risk for a chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or 
emotional condition. They also require health and related services of a type or amount 
beyond that required by children generally (McPherson, Arango & Fox, 1998). This 
definition is broad and inclusive to ensure that all children are identified and that 
appropriate planning is made for their diverse care needs.
The Effect o f a Child’s Special Health Care Needs on the Family
A considerable amount of theoretical and research literature exists which focuses on the 
e@ect of a child's chronic illness on the fiamily (Austin, 1990; Canam, 1987; Hymovich, 
1976; McAnear, 1990; Patterson, 1991). The effect of a child’s chronic fflness is often 
conceptualized in the literature in terms of demands placed on the family or the adtgitive
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tasks families need to accomplish. For instance, Hymovich (1976) asserts that childhood
chronic illness creates the potential for increased stress and family disruption. Based on 
her study of Annlies of children with chronic illnesses, Hymovich concluded that in order 
for families to cope efkctively with the crisis precqntated by their child's illness, they must 
accomplish three inain tasks: to understand and manage their child's illness, to help their
child to understand and cope with their illness, and to meet the needs of both the iU child 
and other family members.
Canam (1993) identified eight common adaptive tasks facing parents of children with 
chronic conditions. These tasks included accepting the child’s condition, managing the 
child's condition, meeting both the child’s and other family members’ normal 
developmental needs, coping with ongoing stress and periodic crises, assisting family 
members to manage their feelings, educating others about the child’s condition, and 
establishing a support system (Canam, 1993). In an earlier study, Canam (1987) focused 
on the adaptive task of comrnunication about the illness experience for such families. The 
findings revealed that “the majority of parents do not talk about their own feelings or 
encourage their ill child or weU children to talk about their feelings” (p. 20). Furthermore, 
this lack of communication was attributed to parents lacking the requisite knowledge and 
skills to communicate effectively their feelings to their children (Canam, 1987). 
Inportantly, exploring the coping approaches and adaptive tasks utilized by families of 
children with SHCN has contributed to the understanding of how family members manage 
the care of their child at home.
Various researchers have studied the effect of caring far a child with SHCN on family 
functioning. Economic burdens, the daily burdai of caregiving, neglect of other family
12
members, loss of the ideal child, and social isolation are recnrring themes in these studies. 
Youngbhit, Brennan, and Swegart (1994) investigated 10 families caring for a medically 
hagile child at home between the ages of 1-18. Families in this U.S. study identiGed
financial burden as being problematic. Parents also identified that the burden of daily 
caregiving was great, finding it difBcult to acquire both respite and day care providers. 
Semi-structured interviews were used to explore the specific daily challenges families 
experienced and the Family Crisis-Oriented Personal Evaluation Scales (F-COPES) were 
used to identify family coping strategies (McCubbin, Olson, & Larsen, 1991). Such 
methods revealed that all families in this study had access to health care insurance, either 
private insurance or Medicaid, but they still felt the financial effect of caring for their 
medically fragile child at home. Further research is needed to determine if families in 
(Zanada exprerience the same financial burden, as well as how this effects the families' 
ability to care for their children at home.
Leonard, Brust, and Nelson (1993) from the United States found that providing care to 
a medically fragile child in the home causes increased psychologic stress on both mothers 
and fathers. Many of the parents (59% of mothers, 67% of fathers) obtained psychological 
distress scores on the Brief Symptom Inventory (Derogatis & Spencer, 1982) that 
indicated a need for psychiatric intervention. However, the child’s age, level of technology 
support used, number of parents in the home, family socioeconomic status, and rural 
versus urban residence were not significantly related to parents' psychological distress 
scores. Rather, mothers were more distressed when they were ençloyed outside the home, 
when the number of hours that the father provided care to the child increased, and when 
the family received more paid homemaker hours. Fathers' distress increased with maternal
13
en{)k)ymeiit, the presence of siblings in the home, the reBance on private insurance for the
child’s care, and increasing child dependency levels. As ranch as this research provides 
ingxartant understanding about the emotional health of mothers and fathers, further 
research is required to identify the types of sup^xuts and resources that families have and 
use to deal with the physical and psychological stress that result 6om caring for a 
medically fragile child at home.
In terms of physical stress, Patterson, Jemell, Leonard, & Titus (1994) in the United 
States found that families with medically fragile children experienced more negative effects 
on family members' health and well-being when the child's care needs were high and 
resources insufficient. In their study, a higher average number of physical illness symptoms 
per family member was associated with fewer hours of care from professional nurses, 
greater perceived strain in their relationships with care providers, and higher out of pocket 
expenses. Relative to psychological stress, families experienced greater negative 
psychosocial effect whai there was a decrease in the number of hours of care provided by 
nurses, the level of family cohesion, the age of the child, and the child's functional status. 
Interestingly, the more time parents spent caring for their medically fragile child and the 
more hours of care provided by home health aides, the more negative the psychosocial 
effect was on the family. This study, in particular, provides understanding of the physical 
toll that a child's health condition may have on family members, but does not identify the 
specific strategies these families can use to deal with problems of daily living. However, it 
is reflective of family situations where ine%iblity for government programs of support 
exists, even though need for support in caring for their child with SHCN at home was 
expressed.
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The diagnosis of a chiM with SHCN aûects aH fami^ mmibers and can produce an 
emotional crisis for them. Several U.S. authors have presented the concept of parents'
grieving the loss of the ideal child (Clubb, 1991; Jenkins, 1996; Johnston & Marder 1994; 
Sokol, 1995). For the family, chronic illness may mean the loss of an ideal cMld and lead 
to mourning characterized by denial, anger, guilt, sadness, and depression (Reveh & 
Liptak, 1991). Although acceptance of the chüd with SHCN may occur, grieving is often 
continual and li& long (Jenkins, 1996). Additionally, there may be some de^ssion among 
caregivers because of chronic sorrow, a response to having a child who has a defect, as 
described by ReveH & Lgtak (1991). However, further research is required to examine the 
effect of caring on the famüy and the experience of depression on famMy members.
How Families Manage or Do Not Manage 
Exploring the approaches utilized by families of children with SHCN to cope 
contributes to the understanding of how family members naanage or do not manage their 
child’s care at home. Ray and Ritchie (1993) ftom Canada identified clusters of strategies 
by examining 29 parents’ perceptions of the stressfulness of coping with their chronically 
iH child’s home care. Data were obtained during home interviews with parents. This 
method assisted parents to describe the dimensions of caregiving burden, which were 
divided into situational and personal factors influencing appraisal and coping. Coping 
strategies found to be most helpful were the use of family support, maintaining a positive 
outlook, and ensuring that care was performed. As parents characterized their situations as 
being based on necessity, caring, and commitment, increased caregiving burden was found 
to be associated with increased stress and underutilization of helpfiil coping strategies.
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Ray and Ritchie^s (1993) study builds on earlier work that identiGed the stresses which
families caring for a child with a chronic illness experience. It provides information on the 
efkctivHiess of using previously developed tools to assess parental and fannly coping 
strategies. However, Anther research is required to identhy the best way Aar health 
professionals to use previously adapted tools to assess Amnly coping, as well as to 
understand the complexity of how families manage or do not manage.
Anderson (1981) Aom Canada described parents' use of normalizing in an efbrt to 
assign a meaning or definition to their child’s illness. Other authors have described this 
phenomenon as parents’ use of normalizing or managing threats to normalization (Knafl & 
Deatrick, 1986; &iafi, Breutmayer, GaHo, & Zoeller, 1996). Normalization strategies 
Aocus on the reduction of stress related to being difierent, as well as to the continued 
participation in usual activities. According to Knafl and Deatrick (1986), the concept of 
normalization involves: acknowledging the existence of the irrgrairment; defining family life 
as essenfiaHy normal; defining the social consequences of their situation as minimal; and 
engaging in behaviors designed to demonstrate the essential normalcy of their family to 
others.
The experience of caring for a child with SHCN in the home most certainly introduces 
a source of stress into the family system. The Resiliency Model of Family Adjustment and 
Adaptation (McCubbin & McCubbin, 1993) describes factors, such as outside stressors 
and family attitudes, that affect a family’s reaction to a child's experience of chronic illness. 
The model examines the relationships anmong appraisal, schema, and meaniags; problem 
solving and coping; family types and patterns of family functioning; and resources and
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social support in the adjustment and adaptation to fami^ stress, such as illness of a fiamily
member over time.
The Resiliency Model contains two phases: adjustment and adaptation. The ac^ustment
phase represents how families react to a stressor that does not cause permanent changes in 
the family's usual way of functioning. These factors include the stressor itself, fanrn^
vulnerability (pile up of demands and life cycle changes), family type based on the family’s 
established patterns, family resistance resources (capabilities and strengths), family 
appraisal of the stressor, and famüy problem solving and coping. Patterns of family 
problem solving, such as ways of communicating, may be linked to family resources such 
as support, or associated with famüy meaning or appraisal of the stressor. In the 
adjustment phase, famüy problem solving, resources, and appraisal may be associated with 
adjustment or maladjustment to a crisis situation (McCubbin & McCubbin, 1993).
The adaptation phase occurs when the stressor produces a crisis state for the famüy. 
Factors that are expected to operate in the adaptation phase are family demands, famüy 
characteristics (regenerativity and resiliency), famüy resources and support from the 
community, changes in the meaning of the event for the famüy (appraisal), and problem 
solving strategies (McCubbin & McCubbin, 1993). The level of adaptation is based on the 
degree to which the famüy system can balance the demands it faces (for exançle, from 
stressor events, chronic hardships, and ongoing role strains) with capabilities for meeting 
the demands. The meanings attributed to both demands and capabilities he^ to mediate 
this balance. Families caring for a chüd with SHCN are most likely to be in the adaptation 
phase, since the care needs of these chüdren are expected to produce substantial changes 
in the farmly’s pattern of living.
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Patterson (1991) asserts that the diagnosis of chronic illness or disability is one of those 
crisis events that challenge families' adaptive capabilities. Families may reorganize and 
become stronger while other families decline in their ability to function. ResiHent families 
of children with long-term illnesses utilize coping approaches and otha: strategies to grow 
stronge" as a result of the stress associated with caring for their clnld. Resilient families 
were identified by Patterson (1991) as having the ability to recover from adversity and 
adtgit to change. This author identified nine aspects of resilient families who were able to 
adapt to the chronic stress associated with their child’s caregiving requirements. 
Importantly, resilient families are able to balance the illness with other family needs, 
maintain clear family boundaries, develop communication congietence, and maintain family 
flexibility.
Patterson (1991) suggests that further research is needed to test models of psychosocial 
care so that nurses in partnerdbg with family merhbers can plan interventions that improve 
the quality of life of children with chronic illness and their families. It is assumed those
families caring for a child with SHCN at home in a northern and rural community have the 
opportunity to grow stronger from the stress associated with their child’s condition. 
However, further research is required to provide nurses with insight into what 
interventions best facilitate resilient family functioning.
Another framework that helps to provide a basis for understanding how families 
manage chronic illness in a child is the "stages" framework, which dqncts phases that 
families go through as they adapt (Austin, 1990; Thomas, 1987). These stages include 
parents’ disbelief in the reality of the diagnosis, anger in having a chronically iU child, 
demystification in seeking information about their child’s condition and future options, and
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fh]albyiac(x%)tancx3()fllie ichîki's iDcuaditk)n (/mstin  ^ISKXfX TTbesesüzyres cdfer zmothKar 
blueprint of family adaptation to caring for a child with SHCN and may assist health care 
professk)nalsto plan efkctively for these families.
Clements, Copeland, & Loftus (1990) identiGed critical times 6)r families with a 
chronically iH child. These difBcuk episodes were idenriGed as periods of disequilibrium in 
which the child’s and family’s needs increase dramatically (for example, the time of initial 
diagnosis of the iHness, and times of exacerbation or uncertainty related to jÉysical 
symptoms) or when sources of support change substantially (such as times involving 
relocation of the child, parental absence, or developmental changes). The authors maintain 
that by anticipating specific critical times, health care professionals may be able to prevent 
or minimize their effect. Further theorizing is needed regarding other predictable critical 
times in relation to the stages experienced by these families.
Gmrwig/hr a G&iWWA GarglVeedk
There has been an abundance of research investigating the needs of families caring for a 
chronically Glord&wh&xlchOda±lKHn& Today, children with SHCN are general^ cared 
for by their families with varying degrees of support in their own homes and communities 
(Fbrsman, 1999). Several studies, which examine the experiences of these parents, will be 
presented with a focus on the needs and concerns expressed.
Graves and Hayes (1996) studied whether nurses and parents of children with chronic 
conditions agree on parental needs. In the study, 38 parents and 13 nurses affiliated with 
10 ambulatory programs at a large tertiary care hospital in Canada were surveyed to 
concgiare their assessments of parental needs. The researchers found that parents expressed 
fewo" æfinùneedsfbrthansehesthantheh nurses who assessed them as having. Needs
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îdaidGed paraik w æ  related to siqiport in tenns of meeting and ikaDcbagtoixareiKbscxf
children with similar conditions and reading material about similar parents, need for 
ndbrnBÈkHiàbonthddaeservkes,and(XHnnnnnby sendees AMkx%dâ%skk%s)BKlr&%nk 
care providers. Nurses identified more parental needs than did the parents, and only nurses 
identified needs related to family functioning. Neither parents nor nurses identiGed need in
the area of financial assistance. As well, nurses and parents of children with chronic 
conditions identify and prioritize parental needs differently. In this light, it is important to 
ensure that parents and nurses work together to get a consistent understanding of the 
families’ overall needs and concerns. Families think they have a clear picture, but they and 
the nurse may not have a consistent or congruent understanding.
A major shortcoming of the studies previously outlined is that they do not deal 
specifically with children with SHCN who have been deemed inehgible for services. Rather 
the majority of literature focuses on chronically ill children in general, with differing types 
of community and home based support. Families who are not receiving any home based 
supports and are ineligible for current government programs may have differing needs, an 
area requiring further investigation.
Stutts (1994) examined the experiences of technology dependent children being cared 
for at home. The study involved 9 families who completed mailed out questionnaires to 
describe their level of satisfaction with their home care services. This method revealed 
parental concerns regarding the chiki’s prognosis, financial issues, provision of adequate 
care, and lack of social activities. Unfortunately, parents described feelings of anger, 
fiustration, and guilt as frequently as feelings of happiness, confidence, and contentment. 
Th^descripdvesÆudyida^âdenfifiedfnKhngsiegardnyrpanaüs'safisfiKtknivriÜiserrices
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and was consistent with other studies revealing parents' feehngs of ambiguity around
caring for their child.
In a study carried out in Florida, Diehl et a l (1991) utilized a focus group interview 
technique to identify the perceived needs of parents of children with medically complex 
needs. Eighty family caregivers, seventy-one females and nine males, responsiWe for 98 
medically conplex and technology dependent children, participated. Children ranged from 
infants to young adults, had chronic debilitating conditions, and were generally dependent 
on 24 hour a day medical, nursing, or health supervision and intervention (Diehl et al., 
1991). The authors reported that deterioration of famify structure was the most 
overwhelming concern for these parents caring for medically complex children. Diehl et al. 
(1991) state, “...the intensity of the care needed for these children inçacted all levels of 
family relations and all family members” (p. 172). Fragmentation of training, needs and 
services, lack of coordination of care, lack of availalde support groups, and lack of 
information regarding home care and future care needs were specific concerns for families. 
Interestingly, twenty-five percent of parents received no respite care, while those who did 
report relief received it on a limited basis. Overall, quality of respite and accessing and 
coordinating services were major concerns for parents. These results are valuable in 
identifying the concerns of families caring for children with medically complex needs and 
warrant further research relative to geographical location and the means to access 
available health care services.
Home-Based Support Services 
Families with children who fit the definition of SHCN as presented in this study require 
siq^rt to manage the care needs of their children at home. Services range fixmireqfrte
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care providing relief from caregiving burden to direct nursing care, physician care, 
physiotherapy or occupational tberq)y, speech therapy, psychological care, and emotional 
srqppKxrh to lumie a iGew. SkiclisnppMOitioeeKls vaoyfciepNaochiyr ion tl*: child's iconditkin aiNl 
the families' ability to manage indepœdently. Access to services in rural areas has become 
an issue and research focused on this inçortant topic is presented next.
Using a quantitative approach, Cohen (1982) from the United States investigated the 
utilization and efkctiveness of parapofessional reqnte care services for families caring for 
disabled children at home. Data were collected on utilization of respite care services, 
service satisfaction, family characteristics, and family functioning on 357 families of 
children with cerebral palsy over a two-year period. Methods included a questionnaire and 
structured interviews with respite care workers that included volunteers and college 
students, most having no formal health services training. Fifty-eight percent of these 
families received only out-of-home respite services; the remainder received either in-home 
respite services or a combination of both in-home and out-of-home respite. Results 
indicated that parents found, “...their satisfaction with life, hopefulness about the future, 
ability to cope with the disabled child in the home, and attitude toward the child inproved 
with the use of respite care services" (Cohen, 1982, p. 9). SpeciGcaUy, respite care was 
effective in helping families improve mental health and social relationships of parents. Such 
respite relief allowed parents to, “...rest and recuperate, meet medical needs, and improve 
relationships with other family members" (Cohen, 1982, p. 9). Lastly, results indicated 
approximately 25 piercent of families interviewed p)erceived that they would not have been 
aide to manage as an integrated fam% without the support of respite services. Tins study
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not only provides understanding into respite services generally, but also provides 
important insight into the experiaices of these fiamilies 6omthe parents'pa^iectives.
Emphasizing the value of respite care as a preventive public health measure for the 
entire family, Sherman (1995) studied 26 families of children with chronic illnesses. They 
were selected hom the pediatric respite program caseload of the Maternal Child Health 
and Pediatric Care Programs at the Visiting Nurse Service of New York in Queens. A pre- 
post evaluation design was employed to assess the efkctiveness of home-based respite 
service in terms of its effect on families. Data were collected via interviews by public 
health nurses at intake and again after 6 months of participation in the program. Although 
the design was quasi-expeiimental and the sample size is small, findings were supportive 
of other research done in this area and consistent with home-based respite care providing 
relief to families. Importantly, a decreasing trend in re-hospitalizations and parental 
somatic complaints after 6 months participation was revealed, but with a need for 
increased hours of respite.
Challenges fo r Families in Rural Communities 
Families living in rural communities face many challenges in meeting the needs of their 
children with SHCN. Providing the care required for a child with SHCN in a rural area can 
be more difficult than in urban areas as specialized services are often times not readily 
available or accessible (Steele, 1993). Hunsucker, Frank, & Flannery (1999) conducted a 
qualitative study to explore the effects of the rural versus the urban environment on the 
family’s perception of needs when a family member is critically ilL The needs of families 
living in rural southern Appalachia in Florida and dealing with a critical illness were 
compared to those from a large metropolitan medical center. Researchers found that both
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mtan and rural families ranked the categories of needs in the same order, but in^rtant 
diSerences in specific needs within each category were noted. Rural families rated more 
farmal systems lower in need than urban families, but their higher use of family, friends, 
and religious associates as support systems were a prominent difkrence. Rural families 
tend to use iokimal systems for help and siq^rt rather than more formal systenK that 
involve people the residents view as 'outsiders'. Conversely, some rural people are 
reluctant to have people they know help them. As a rural resident noyself, this may be due, 
in part, to a valued trait related to being independent and self-sufficient. The practice 
recommendations made from the study reflect the uniqueness of the rural environment.
The recommendations include assessing the family’s social support network, providing 
frequent communication, determining specific needs, and providing a team approach. 
Further research, however, is required to understand more deeply what interventions best 
facilitate fanai  ^management in arural environmenL
Wheeler and Lewis (1993) rqwrted on the e^qierknces of providing care management 
to medically fragile children and their families in the Specialized Home Care Program in 
Michigan They conçsared problems common to both urban and rural settings, which 
included issues such as nursing coverage, respite care, school services, coordination of 
medical resources, and emergency response protocols. These authors found that although 
the problems were similar, the solutions often differed and needed to be adapted to the 
unique urban or rural settings in which they occurred. In otherwords, a context specific 
application required full analysis.
Rural settings are described as small towns or outlying, isolated areas. Since population 
numbers are lower in rural areas than in urban centers, there tends to be fewer social
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service caseworkers and public health nurses to meet the demands. Local service 
organizations also tend to be smaller, with fewer funds available to contribute to families 
with special needs. A strength of rural communities noted by Wheeler and Lewis (1993) is 
the tendency to make substantial efbrts to assist one another. The presence of a child with 
SHCN is often common knowledge throughout the community, and neighbours, churches, 
and school systems tend to rally around, providing support to the child and family. There 
are many resources and barriers to home care for children and their families in both urban 
and rural communities. Wheeler and Lewis suggest that the success of home care is reliant 
on thorough assessment of the needs and resources in each individual case and a creative 
approach to problem solving. These authors make recommendations for improving care. 
They include an increased emphasis on preparing nurses and other health care 
professionals for pediatric home care in rural areas; an increased communication between 
tertiary pediatric care centers and community health care providers; an availability of 
public assistance regardless of geographical location; development and inçlementation of 
national standards for discharge planning and home care of medically fragile children; and 
development of placement alternatives when home may not be feasible.
Steele (1993) describes a collaborative parent and nurse case management model for 
meeting the needs of children who have SHCN in rural areas. Forty-six families associated 
with an outreach effort of an urban United Cerebral Palsy Program in the U.S.A. were 
recruited for the project. Children were chosen who were lacking in services and were 
aged birth to three years old with SHCN. The case management model involved regular 
visits to a health center as well as home visits by a nurse. Steele notes that this model of 
care must be a family-centered, community-based, coordinated siqtport network that is
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sensitive to the diverse needs of families requiring services. The author explains how the 
provision of adequate services in rural areas is dependent on the availability of qualiGed 
providers, financial resource commitment, and adequate facilities to carry out the services.
Another key issue identified in rural areas was the inportance of networking with services 
in other areas, as specialized savices required for children with SHCN are usually 
clustered in urban areas and may be too expensive or impossible to duplicate in rural areas.
Young, Creighton and Sauve (1988) from Western Canada used semi-structured 
interviews to elicit information on the needs of infants discharged home with continuous 
oxygen therapy from both parents and health professionals involved in their care. They 
identified that parents wanted more education about their child’s care and future compared 
to information received. Interestingly, parents identified educational needs as changing 
over time and acknowledged wanting more of it. The rural families in this study expressed 
concern regarding discharge preparation and respite care. They found it extremely difficult 
to access emergency services and to locate personnel for care burden relief. AH 
professionals deemed such services to be important, and both parents and professionals 
expressed a need for inçroved coordination between community resources and the larger, 
regional care center. Inqtroving the education of community health professionals and 
ensuring that information and services were tailored to each individual family were 
additional concerns of professionals. This study is valuable in identifying the needs of 
families caring for a child with SHCN at home in rural areas. Their identified concerns 
relate well to the families in my thesis. Although the study looked specifically at infants on 
home oxygen, the needs are worth analyzing in terms of the children who are under five in 
ny thesis. Moreover, this study was situated in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, making it more
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comparable to my work in relation to the availability of services within the health care 
system of British Columbia.
Tekheahh seeks to irtprove limited access to specialized services that children with 
SHCN require, and it is aimed at those living in rural areas. It uses electronic
communications to provide health care, complementing and expanding existing on-site 
medical services to improve the continuity of care for rural children (Farmer & 
Muhlenbruck, 2001; Head, 2001). Head (2001) used a survey with follow up phone calls 
to identify how telehealth systems were used to enhance service delivery for children with 
SHCN in rural areas of the U.S. The goal of the survey was to identify who was served, 
what services were provided, what opportunities there were for program development, 
and what challenges needed to be addressed. Participants represented agencies from 7 
different states, which had received grant funding to develop various telehealth services 
for children with SHCN. Four models of telehealth were identified: traditional medical 
models, higher education models, school-linked models, and home-based models. The 
authors reported that despite the versatility and the potential for telehealth to increase 
access and decrease fragmented care for children with SHCN, there were many challenges 
to be overcome. The challenges were identified as poorly located telehealth equipment, 
lack of provider training, lack of standardized telehealth protocols, and the need to 
improve the reimbursement sources for telehealth
Siden (1998) conducted a needs assessment through the use of focus groups to 
determine the positive and negative attitudes regarding telehealth and priorities for 
implementation. A telehealth program was proposed to link secondary-level health centers
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at various sites in British Columbia with the tertiary-care children’s and women’s health 
programs based in Vancouver. Prince George, a city of 72,500 people located 
approximately 800 km north of Vancouver, was the Grst community chosen for this 
project. The needs assessment targeted families and patients horn Prince George, health 
care professionals in Prince George, and health care professionals at Children’s and 
Women’s Health Center.
Siden (1998) revealed a number of important positive and negative attitudes regarding 
telehealth and priorities for its implementation. The positive aspects of telehealth 
expressed by parents and health professionals included reduced travel burden for families, 
the potential for professional education from formal presentations and informal contact 
during consultations, and improved collaboration between professionals in the two locales. 
Negative aspects of telehealth from the professional group included concerns regarding 
medical-legal liability, physician reimbursement, the need for adequate funding to support 
telehealth, and long-term institutional commitment to the project. The additional negative 
aspects of telehealth expressed by parents were concerns regarding confidentiality, as well 
as the inability to travel to the tertiary-care center due to reimbursement constraints if the 
government made telehealth consultation mandatory. Priorities for implementation were 
seen to be clinical consultation, continuing education for health professionals, and the 
health promotion and education of patients. There was no consensus among any of the 
groups regarding specific clinical consultation programs that would be desirable in the 
initial implementation phase. The researchers found an overall sense of uncertainty and 
lack of trust, and felt this was due to the participants’ inexperience with telehealth This 
telehealth project is ongoing, and the needs assessment was undertaken to help in the
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implementation of this new service delivery system. Continued monitoring of this project 
will determine if it improves access to care, treatment, and knowledge for families caring 
for chDdien with SHCN in rural areas.
Telehealth is an emerging service delivery mechanism Such technology provides an 
efBdent way to link families with multiple service providers, which may he ideal for 
ensuring comprehensive, integrated, and community-based services for families caring for 
a child with SHCN in a rural community. Continued research is necessary, however, to 
monitor the advances of telehealth and to ensure that it is meeting the needs of the 
population it intends to serve. Telehealth was not available to my study participants at the 
time of interviews, but now in 2003, it is clearly emerging as part of the health service 
delivery system to Northern British Columbia.
Children with SHCN are cared for by their families, with varying degrees of support in 
their own homes and communities. The organization and delivery of health services to 
these children is difficult for families and health care professionals. Families must access 
and navigate a variety of organizations, providers, and geographic and financial barriers. 
Health care professionals in the family’s community may not always be comfortable in 
providing care to a child with SHCN, nor do they always have the time to coordinate the 
variety of resources that might be required to meet a family’s needs. A lack of knowledge 
of the specialized needs and corresponding community based resources presents a 
challenge for both families and health care professionals, especially in rural settings.
A review of the literature in nursing and related disciplines was presented to situate my 
study in the current body of knowledge related to the experiences of parents who are
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caring for a child with SHCN at home. Selected studies have pointed out the challenges 
families face and how fanmly members manage the care of their child at home. The effect 
of chrome iDness on chiklren and their families has been well documented in the literature. 
Several authors identified the adaptive tasks facing parents of children with chronic 
conditions, while others focused on fami^ functioning and its efkcL Economic struggles, 
the daily burden of caregiving, unintentional neglect on other family members, feelings 
around loss of the ideal child, and social isolation are recurrent themes in the literature.
Resilient family theory was presented as background to my analysis. It has been used by 
authors charting the experiences of famüies of children with SHCN. The stages framewoit 
is a complementary framework that has been used to detail the predictable stages families 
progress through in their adjustment and adaptation to caring for a child with SHCN at 
home.
There is much literature examining the family’s experience when caring for a child with 
a chronic illness. This literature indicates that further research is required to provide nurses 
with insight into the needs of families caring for a child with SHCN fi'om the parents’ 
perspectives. More studies based on the experiences of Canadian families would enhance 
nurses’ ability to plan for appropriate interventions, particularly for those in rural 
communities.
A paucity of research was found in the area of community support for families caring 
for a child with SHCN. There is much incidental and anecdotal literature, but the research 
literature is limited. Further understanding and explanation are required which focuses on 
the experiences of families not receiving support at aH, those who are falling through the 
cracks'. Additionally, further research using qualitative approaches is required to examine
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these experiences from the parents' perspectives and to gain a clearer understanding of 
how to plan services which are responsive in design and implementation to their needs.
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CHAPTERS: METHODOLOGY
This research focuses on identifying, exploring, and describing the perceived needs of 
famOies caring for a child with special health care needs (SHCN) at home in a rural setting. 
A qualitative approach was used to collect data horn a self-designed semi-structured set of 
interview questions. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) describe qualitative research as the 
“...study of things in their natural settings attempting to make sense of, or interpret 
phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (p. 216). Further, qualitative 
research consists of rich descriptions of the phenomena of interest, reporting in detail 
about what is there and serves an important function in documenting the status quo, 
confirming and legitimizing knowledge (Morse & Field, 1996).
Qualitative research has as its goal a comprehensive summary of events in the everyday 
terms of those events (Sandelowski, 2000). In staying close to my data and to the surface 
of words and events, I present the facts of the phenomena of interest in everyday 
language. I sought descriptive validity (an accurate accounting of events that most people 
observing the same event would agree is accurate), as well as interpretive validity (an 
accurate accounting of the meanings participants attributed to the events depicted) 
(SandelowsM, 1993). The descriptive mode of qualitative inquiry produces a complete and 
valued end product and is the method of choice when straight descriptions of phenomena 
are desired (Sandelowski, 2000).
This descriptive mode draws from the central tenets of naturalistic inquiry a generic 
orientation to inquiry that implies a commitment to studying something in its natural state 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). There is no pre-selection of variables to study, no manipulation
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of variables, and no a priori commitment to any one theoretical view of a phenomenon.
This inductive method of qualitative inquiry allowed me to elicit rich, in-depth descriptions 
of n^ participants' experiences while caring for their child with SHCN at home in 
Northern British CohmÈâa.
A purposive sançling strategy was used to select potential participants. This technique 
involved the selection of participants for their aWhty and willingness to illuminate  the 
phenomena of interest. Puiposive sampling indicates that the researcher knows best who 
to invite to participate, based on the needs of the study and the knowledge of the 
participant (Morse & Reid, 1996). Partk%ants were selected according to the following 
criteria:
1. A parent (natural or foster) who is caring for a child with SHCN at home and who 
has done so for at least six months prior to being interviewed.
2. A parent (natural or foster) who is caring for a child that quafhes as having SHCN
by fitting the definition outlined in the study (see p. 10).
3. A parent (natural or foster) who is caring for a child with SHCN where that child is 
a preschooler, is between the age of birth to six years old, and is not yet registered in 
the public or private school system
4. A parent (either natural or foster) who is willing to particqoate and to doare their
stories when asked the research question posed in the study (see p. 7).
The exclusion criteria were that participants must not qualify for or be receiving 
assistance fixom government programs, such as the nursing Respite Program or the At 
Home Program This exclusion criteria was established so that the needs of families who 
are essentially falling through the cracks' and not qualifying for assistance could be
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described. Using such critaia, I attempted to achieve an understanding of the special care 
needs of these families.
It was impossible to describe a priori the nature or numher of participants needed to 
fully describe the question of inquiry, hut at the same time there needed to be enough data 
to develop a fuH and rich descrpdon of the phenomenon (Morse & Reid, 1996). To 
ensure adequacy, I assessed the relevance, coirpletaiess, and the amount of information
obtained from the participants. Indication that data saturation had been reached was when 
I was not hearing anything new. As a result of reaching saturation, my final sanple 
consisted of nine participants, which provided comprehensive data that facilitated an 
understanding and explanation of the needs and concerns of families caring for a child with 
SHCN at home in a northern rural setting.
It was ny intention to interview both parents of the child with SHCZN if possible. I 
considered it important to obtain both perpectives in order to have a more complete 
understanding of their experiences and, therefore, their needs as parents. Fathers in three 
families chose to participale in the interviews. Chie father declined dw  to tnne 
commitments at work. The other two participants were single mothers and the fathers 
were not involved in the ongoing care of their child with SHCN.
Public health nurses (PHNs) in the Northern Health Authority were approached to 
assist with the recruitment of families, as they are involved in the intake of families to two 
programs (The Nursing Respite Program and the At Home Program). These nurses have 
knowledge of families caring for children with SHCN at home who request assistance 
from government programs. Further, PHNs are involved with children and their families in
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numerous capacities, genera%, and Hase with oAer community sa^ices requested ty  
these HimiHes.
AAo: approval of ny study was obtained horn the Univaiâty of Northern BritWi 
Columbia Research Ethics Review Committee, I initiated the recruitment o f famiHes. I 
attended a meeting for PHNs who were mmrhers of the Northan Health Authority 
Children and FamiHes Team. Twelve PHNs were given a description of my proposed 
study, as well as a handout outHmng ny inclusion and exclusion criteria. An introductory 
letter descrilnng the study and how to contact me if parents were interested in 
particÿating, or in wantir% more information, was circulated to potential participants 
through these nurses (Appaidix D). Copies of this mataial were also Axed to all PHNs in 
the four branch ofBces associated with the Northern Health Authority.
Recruitment of famiHes was initial^ slow due to sevaal factors. First, the Northern 
Health Authority had just b^pn areotg*miz@tion of their PHNs into four qiecialty areas 
referred to as focus groups or teams, one of which was caDed Children and Families. 
Second, many of the PHNs on the Children and FamiHes Team were new to their 
caseloads and conseqiKnt^ unfamiHar with thaiL A meeting with the Nursing Respite 
Consultant confirmed that thae w ae several farrnHes she knew of who had requested help 
horn the Nursing Reqnte Program, but had be«i derôed access to the service. The Nursing 
Respite Consultant prepared a Hst that included 12 potadM famiHes that dre &h A  the 
inclusion critaia for ny researrh and gave it to the leader of the Children and FamiHes 
Team. Subsequent to this action, the PHNs reviewed their caseloads and gave out sevaal 
introductory letters. The identiGcation of these speciGc famiHes indicated that there were 
farrnHes who w «e falHng through Ae cracks' and not receiving the sovices they required.
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In total, Sve PHNs gave out introductoiy k ttas to eight ^nubes. AH eight fannHes 
initial^ agreed to participate in the study and I contacted each&müÿ phone to conGrm
their wiUingneBS to partidpate. By die aid of die reauitmBat phase, nine participants dom  
SÎK famiHes agreed to particqiate. One fami^ had decHned due to an intending move out 
of the area, and the oth^ fam% dechned because their child was to be hospitalized.
Axydcÿowtk
A total of nine paraits in six families partk^iated in my study, which included ^  
mothers and three fathers. Participants lived in various conznunities throu^iout the 
Northern Interior Health Services Diarict Authority of British Cohmdbia. Demogr^dnc 
data were collected to provide a description of the participants. Mothers' ages ranged 
from 21 to 39 years, while the age range for the Others who participated in the study was 
32 to 35 years. Two families had no otho" (dnldren besides the diild with the SHCN and 
one fam% had one other dnld who was okkr and no longH^  living at home. The remaining 
three families all had one oth^ child at home in addition to the child with the SHCN. One 
of the mothas  was divorced, and lived alone with her two children. Another mother was a 
single parent living with ha^  child with SHCN, with no involvement hom the child's 
father. AH otha  ^seven particÿants w æ  manied. One mothar was engaged in AiH-time 
paid work, another mother was in the paid workforce part-time, and one motha  ^had hm^  
own business which die operated from insik the home. Two families were receiving 
social asâstance at the time of the interviews, with neither parent being en^Hoyed. Four 
remaining fathers worked fuH-time outside of the home.
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DcMTpfMM: AoücÿamÉ;
The dnWrm wKh SHCN ranged in age fromnine nxm&s to four years. The clnldren s^ 
nnda^ing medical conditions inchaled: cong)lications froni^aematurity with 
Igdrocepibalus, recessive gene involving liver Aihire, diabetes, cerebral paky, Piene Robin 
Syndrome with StkAja  ^Syndrome inclndiog a ckA palate and sevae Aeding problems, 
and Asbergas Syndrome whh pervasive behavior dâordas (possib^ antisaO. All childrai 
lived at home at the time of the interviews. Three of the six clnhlrea w ae bom 
prematurely (raztging6om26weeiks m 31 weeks gestation). Four of the sixfamili^ spent 
proloi%ed paiods of time (homtwo months to Amr mondts) in hospital as a result of the 
child's birth and diagnosis. Each family was sent to pediatric tertiary care facilities located 
in a laige metropolitan city of the province. To readi these facilities, families had to %, or 
drive afproximately 12-14 hours. Two families had ongoiiig care and foDow-rq) through a 
rAabilitative hos^ wtal in the same metropolitan ci^, and three of the families went to 
ouipatimt clinics located at the pediatric tertiary care facility. One family recàved th ^  
oi^oing care and Arhow-up throng an out^ mtient clinic at the local regional hoqntal in a 
anall Nortbem B.C. city. AH families w ee being followed by a pediatrician based in this 
small Northern B.C. city, as weH as a pabhc health nurse based in their local residaitial 
area.
Awcedkner
ZWz CWketlMK
In-dqrth semi-structured intoviews were conducted at times and locations convmimt 
to the participants. All inta-views were held in partkipants' homes, usua% in the hving 
room or around the dinmg room or kitchen taWe. The demanding time schedules of the
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parents were acknowledged and I made evay attempt to accommodate thor reqnests. 
Where ^^propriate, I interviewed corqAes together. According to Sandelowski (1986), 
joint interviews of married cotqxies have been hDinai to &cilitate a climate of openness and 
tmst, enconrage mutnal vaiGcatkm or modiScation of irtGormatkni ofkred to the 
interviewer, and disclose the coiqile's pattens of intaaction.
Open-ended questions w æ  nsed to guide the interviews (Appendix E). As Morse and 
Reki (1996) pomt out, use of opai axled questions thoughout the interviews allow 
participants freetkm to req)ond, as weB as enaWes them to describe and illustrate their 
expaimces in their own words. During the inteidews, aBparaits eithusiastica% and 
descriptive^ recounted their e;q)eriences with minimal prompting. Although I anticipated 
the intaviews to last amaximumof one to two hours, the migority bsted two to two and 
a half-hours, with two interviews lasting three hours. Parents were frequently emotional 
when telling their stories and although time was a concern, they hequently made 
conmnents such as, 'if this inhumation just heÿs one family not to have to go through 
wlunwedid,dienitisworlhif . laskedparaitswhaitbeybecameanotioiMlifthey 
needed abreak and stopped the tape to allow than to recover. Throughout each 
inmrview, I consistent^ sou^n Anther elaboration and dariGcation on emerging topics 
putfbrthby the particÿants. What both paraitsparticq)ated, I invited them to discuss 
armlarities and difkrences in their experiences.
IntQ-views were audiot^)ed and transcribed votatim. FWd notes w «e made to capture 
observations, which w oe not possiWe to obtain on audiotape. I journaled rekvant ideas 
and details prior to each interview. To the best of iqy ability during the interviews, I put 
aside aB knowledge and kdii^s about the families and their situ^ions to allow for fuB
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engagement in the descriptions parents were sharing, a consideration in qualitative 
research re&rred to as bracketing (CuthGe, 2003). I wrote Seld notes aAer each interview. 
These held notes included descriptions of nonverbal e]q)ressions, the general sense of the 
interview, and a reflection on emerging topics. Also, I recorded in&rmation shared by 
particq)ants during telephone calls to set up or conhrm home visits and included them as 
part o f the data analysis.
DafaXwafKW
In analyzing the transcribed interviews, I segmented each interview into topics and 
Airther into categories or themes. In contept analysis, similarities and trends in the data are 
described, summarized, and classihed according to themes and categories (Sandelowski, 
2000). The process of content ana^sis is dependent upon inductive analysis. The patterns, 
themes, or categories come 6om the data rather than being imposed on them prior to data 
collection and analysis (Morse & Field, 1996). The purpose of content analysis is to 
discern and report how people construe their world of eTqerience horn the way they talk 
about it or horn their behaviors. The end result o f content analysis is a summarization of 
the major themes, patterns or categories.
Iread each transcrit through several times to obtains sense of the whole and prepared 
an overall summary of the interview. I scrutinized the data again and sorted the data 
Anther by the question numbers. Question analysis is similar to content analysis and is 
appropriate when using a semi-structured interview where aH particq)ants have been asked 
the same questions throughout the course o f study (Morse & Field, 1996). For exanqile, 
all of the question 1 's were sorted into one category. From this initial sort, I then read all 
sorted data again and conducted content ana^is on these sorted data.
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The sorted dat« were read in whok and sevaal inyortant topics were identified These 
to;«cs then became ny primary cat^ories, or category iabds. The cat^orks were initia% 
broad, Ar exanple "time" was one of the hrst important topics reveakd and conSrmed 
aooss an interviews. AfW further ana^^ and sorting of this broad cat^oiy, I divided it 
into three subcategories and wrote a descriptive paragrqdi about the category. Otha^  
categories were colkgpsed during the course of analysis, Arr exangde Tivipg in a rural 
comrmmity" was an initial category that was later collapsed as a branch in another 
category labeled "access to services".
Thnoughont the study, I was con^antly comparing the similarities and difGaimces in the 
data. AH of the emerging categories and subcategories were congiared with each other to 
Hisure that they were com^aehmsive. Sevoul o f the ;nevious^ idmitiGed cat^ories wae 
collapsed into larger categories, and it was noted that some subcategories 6t into more 
than one larga^  category. When no new data were emerging 6om  the interviews, I began 
to write about the findings. Through a process of writiog and rewriting, I rehned the 
desra^ptkms of the cat^ories and pattans.
Several measures were inqplanented to ensure protection of the rigbts of participants. 
Each participant received a written e^lanation of the nature and purpose of the study; the 
risks ared berœSts of participation, the data gmeration method, rmd the retention, 
dissennnation, and detraction of data (Appendbr D). Eadi participant gave me informed 
and written consent pior to the initiation of the study (Appendix F). Consent included 
permission Apr tî^ ping the interviews, although participants were assured that they had the 
right to stop the taping w  have any section of the tzpe erased at any point in the
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intaviews. No parents adœd to Mve sections of their t^ied interviews erased. Assurance 
of anonymity of the partk%@nts was prokcted through the use of code mnhbers on the 
transcrqAs. AD identifying in&nmadon was stoiW in a secure pbce and wiD be deployed 5 
years DaUowing puWication of the findings, to potect conGdentiaDty.
There were no known risks or beneGts of the researdi study. Partic^xaits, however, 
(Hscussed the beneGts Gom the study as a lesuD o f being aWe to qieak about their 
experiences. Abo, several parents discussed their fedings of satisfaction in realizing that 
by sharm  ^their experiences they may inçrove indirectly the care 6*r other children with 
SHCN throng the possible ap>lication of the study's Gndings.
Zfm&aÉwMs
Two limitations of n y  study w oe identiGed. Rrst, the sanyle size of nine participants 
was small Measures were followed to ensure that data saturation occurred, but D is 
difhcuk to determine if otha  ^types of parents would have diGaing experiences. A brgo  ^
sangrle size may Imve deHneated better the issues pertinetn to father, mothers, single 
mothas, single fathers, and farmhes receiving social services.
Second, there me Dnntalions to the generaPzaMlity of the Gndings. Fannlies in this 
came Gomtbe Northern Health Authority of British Columbia, which «Konçasses 
communities consideed both urban and rural in a iKrrthan context. Nortbem in this study 
refers to livmg in a iwrthan area, as wdl as beh% approxhnately 800 km aw^ Gom 
tertiaiy care facilities where two thirds ofthe provincial population resides. Issues of Dving 
in arural comnnmity were 6)und throughout the data and ana^zed in the Gndings, but 
whethm the iaues were due to Dving in a northan community or dw  to living in a rural 
vHsus urban environment was difOcuD to detamine.
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Four beW cnteria by whkhrigow may be judged m qualitative work ate: 
ctedSabty or tmA value, auditabOily, Gttingness, and confirmability (Ahhmde & lohtBon, 
1994;Lidir&Marcus, 1994;Iâncohi&Gub@, 1985). The procedures usedinmystut^ 
are presided.
Ow&Wnfp amf fBKmgma»
The truth value of qualhative leaeaitA is determined by its credibiKty. A study is 
credibk when individuals recogtnze the descriptions of a human e^)erience as their own, 
or when o&e  ^lesearchers recognize the experience whai faced with it afta  ^on^ reading 
about it in a study (Sandelowski, 1986). Furthermore, the qrphcabilii  ^of qualitative 
research is detmnmKdtyexarrmnng the Gttingness of the hndii%a The criterion of 
httingness is met when "Sndings can Gt contexts outside the study situation and when its 
audience views its Gndings as meaningful and a^hcaWe in terms of their own 
e;q)eiiences" (Sandelowski, p. 32). Fmdiiigs diould be fundamentally embedded in the life 
erq^aieoces studied and should reveal both Ae typical and atypical (haractaistics of the 
data (Sandelowsk^.
Sandelowski (1986) puts Grrth strategies to ensure the truA value and applicalâlity o f a 
qualitative stWy. I used sevaal of these tedmiques. SpecrGcaHy, the data gathaed, the 
cat^ories, and the exaiqdes used to present the data w ^  (kEberate^ ami syaanatkaDy 
examined for iqaesentativeness. Wherever possible, the particÿants' own words or 
descrqXioiB w ee used to cork the data, sudi as "its always in your face", hi addrtimi, the 
questions asked during the interviews were worded in such a way as to not direct the 
partkdpants' answers. All okavations desorbed in Geld notes w æ  used to asast in
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confin in g  or inkrvKw data. As weB, I conâkœ d my own researdiK bias and
took time to question myself md my assumptions prior to into-viewing Amilies. Sharing 
iny ana^sis wilh my stqxrvisor and committee members he^*ed to msure my findmgs 
were tredible and A  with the current context o f practice.
Sandekwski (1986) posits that the criterion of auditahdi^ be the measure of 
consistency of a qualitative study. "AmhtaWlity means that any reader or another 
researcher can follow the progression of events in the study and understand their logic" 
(Sandebwski, p. 34). AuditabiHi^  is manifested man% in the rescardi report. It is judged 
by the adequacy of information leadipg the reader ûom the research question and raw data 
through various steps of analysis to the interpretation of hndings (L i^  & Marcus, 1994). 
In order to eSectively meet the criterion of auditabiHfy, a clear decision trail concerning 
thestudyûomitsincqïtiontoitseadisdanonstratedinthereseardireporL To ensure 
auditabdity, I desoibed, explained, arxl justiGed what was done.
fk mfirmahiHty rulers to the study's Gndings and not to the subjecGve or otgective 
position of the investigator. Smdelowdd (1986) assats that conGrmabüity is the gauge 
against which the neutrality o f a qualitative research study is evaluated. ConGrmahility is 
secured when the otharcritHia of audrtaWKty, credilnlity, andGttiagness areestabWied.
In order to enhance the conGrmaWlity ofthe study, several strategies were carried ouL 
Specifically, I attenqAed to buOd trusting relationshq* with iny particçants. As the 
researcha ,^ I displayed a keen interest in undemanding the particqiants' experiences. AH 
emerging categories and thanes Gom the data analysis were reviewed and feedback was
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obtained Êom two coDeagnes (PHN's) who ware woikh% with hmmhes caring &>r chOdrai 
with SHCN. Further, the o&er critena of auditabihty, credibnhy, and httingness, upon 
sdMcb^%mfkmabUhy(kpend&/waseakhH&hMl
Awwmmy
qpialbaiünH:]amBtb()dk}k)g]fTMN*s icbosenhrrtny stukly wtNKnetgrllie næda and conoems cdf 
farniikxscainryg jRor aicbiki with SHCN at home couMbe studied. Ihistg^noach allowed 
for the coDection of rkh and m-dqxthdata through the use of sani-structured interviews. 
Data were analyzed «sing content analysis and sorted into categoric derived 6om the data 
itself Iïvea]f(dBKxrt)Rqes]]aade;tx)#:asioielliat (datai faicnroarizxxl ink) categgoriesamd tbeaiwes 
vfSGaaiinzcianateunefbsctBDmcd^ ixirtkiqaainaf eaqperiencesand naeawajresvyeaMstadkeiitefieosiine 
r%our. I now turn to a presentation of the hndings.
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CHAPTER 4:
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
IkAnodkcdbg
4 ;aesaits the ana^sk and discussion of Ac participants' expenences. Data 
analysis revealed an ovaaH sense of struggle 6om which 6ve needs w æ  idaitiGed.
T]bea*)i*aBdkTvtai:tlM&]mBe%ili)riMaqp*te,!Rip%%Dit,])erscMaalKBBd(h:e%3ücNn,()0(KndiQatioii()f 
!*arvk>Ks,imd laiDwledkge (liable 1, /tp{X:odüb[(j). ]Rrs^  the rased fcf rea%%ke\vfBiiodk3nBk)CKl 
through the category of time as Amilies struggled with learning to care lor thdr childrai. 
The category of time was delineated by paratts feeling unable to take necessaiy breaks 
horn stressful care routmes and by a setwe of nevar havmg enougli tnne to provi^ needed 
care.
Second, the need for srq^xnt was understood as being associated whh the adjustment 
to situations. The need An su^^xnt was further divided into A)ur categories, wlnchielated 
to su( )^ort at the time of diagnosis, su^^xnt homfami]^ members, siq^xnt horn similar 
famihBS, and support to manage Gnances. Families explained that they required diEkarait 
kinds of support over time, but also admowledged support, generally, he^ied them to 
af^ist and care Arr their dnkbai with SHCN at home.
Third, the need An personalized direction was understood as needii% to come horn 
health ino&ssionals. DMded into three categories, collaboration with health profesâonals 
related to ef&ctive conniamicationandthe coordination of sarvices; making a dih^ence in 
their lives; and the chaDenges of living in rural conmamities. Analyses revealed paraits 
appedated the attention 6om multiple health pro&ssionals. However, panmts placed
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paramoimt ingxartance on having at bast one health pio&ssbnal who had expertise in 
coordinating the care of their child in a mral comnainity.
]Pbnrdi,tlie]me€%l jGor the c*>o%xihiat*o%iiDod(Mqgfair&at*3ii(rFi*:rvicesfcMrtlMsir(dbikl wwas 
understood as detemnning access into essential programs. Rmr categories that explain this 
neexi wMare ]bKywtc)i*ccesB:iiPDg9nm]s,lioi* to inithrbBisntry into searwk3ES,]h[rw torMBgcydadk; 
with health care providas, and how to maintain delivery of care. Parmts revealed that 
rexaervingsixertioerrtiidixrroaticHi ]negp3Ddin@;!*5rvi(*%s:avzdlal}k:tx)lÜherrt*aid Ixatoggpiidkxi hr ;& 
irxyne jpersKrrudizexiriianmer 1k) access jprcygrarrKSTw^ wslaKdkingrintlKar exqperieocesL jPtrrdber; 
lurvin@;iiniv(aiMilix3l*c*es lübat vfcwiklenddble lGanrfM3cea%st()]prcygrarrG wausixomexisterd from 
tl*5]pers%Nectives(rf])areiü2k
Fifth, the ixeed for information and knowle(%e was explained as a way to deal with the 
(rogpaiogcxrocKanas irelatedtorracxalaniniesaJboritlliBlbeidthcrftlKar drQcbnan. flnee 
c%rb:gcxrk%S4eo]ergpBd hoTnnnderstandmg thfïcoruakmt vMorr]ftliat]paieaitsiexi)nesse*l 
rey&ardiryr11]e ihrturecrftlKarfarrnly arKlTxdiat ik could briiyg. TTlsey ibacloded crexrdryg 
stafBlbk^ rnarturinyrisasnierKyy,iindiiedievirqg amcMehy iby lurvinggtlxeidy^ ht jnforroadioni*ttl*e 
rfglk time, smd from the riglkp*eo;)k^
Eeqp&e
Time
Charing for a clnld widi!SH(3f at iborrxspBneseotexl treaty challenges for pararts and a 
common concern was the amount of time normal activities of dailÿ living required.
Parents' time was consumed hy the taken-Axr-granted activités such as eating, dressing, 
aihd mobility. This category within the need of respite was unt^-stood as being related to 
time-consuming care routines and not enough tune taken for breaks.
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Patents described what a typical day was like for tbemselves and tbeir faimlies. One 
mother eaqttessed:
I guess you just can't do enough for ha^ . I don't know if it's the same &eling for 
every new parent, and every fast mom. . .  but, with (our child) I fsel that it's a lot 
diffaent. . .  it feels like you can't have a momaits pe^e to do anything.
This mother had aitticipated parmting would he time consuttnng, but never imagined the 
inphcations of laving a child with SHCN. Another parent elaborated on the pessure 
placed on her to do all of her child's care stating, "It was pretty much impossible for one 
person to handle that kind of stress, but it turned out that I had to do it, thae was no 
heJ^. . .  so I did it".
Parents struggled with wantiog to care hor their child complete]^ and having their dnld 
at home, but resented the amount of time the child widi SHCN required and how it took 
away hom others in the famî^. One parent Glared ha^  struggle to balance the care for a 
siWing along with the care i^eds of her child with SHCN stating, "I basically just had to 
put my other danghtar aside and. . .  not forget about her but kind of bla(±^  her out to the 
point where I could just focus on (rry child with SHCN)". Not having enough time for 
other fam% members was stressful &>r parents as they juggled the needs of all concerned. 
A father shared his &ehngs on the time it took to parent a child whh SHCN statiog:
. . .  t^ce ary part of anormaldf^ for miypason on earth, or any parent. . .  everythh^ 
is normal. . .  but for us not a single thing is normal, evaything is a little diffaent some 
how, some way. Whether you watch a show on TV, go f>r a drive, go out to eat, or eat 
in your own house. Every single thing is diderart in some way, more difGcult in some 
w ^ .
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Tïie tims-consuming nature of the care required th ^  dnkhen with SHCN was
shocking to parents. In-depth analysis of the data revealed that the category of time had 
two aspects. Paraits MmrtiGed that theh concerns revolved around schedules md care 
routines, and never getting a break.
The aq)ect of schedules and care routines emerged horn the intaview data as paraits 
described the nature of the activities Aat ingunged on their time. Parents &lt that the rigid 
schedules and care routines for their dnkken caused a lack of spontaneity for the entire 
family. Routme was vay important to parents as they strived to provide the best care for 
their cHldren with SHCN. Care routines such as tube feeding, monitoring Mood gfucose, 
and inylementiog behavior manr^ement programs had to be adhered to rigidly and 
consistait^. Thae was not an option to take a break far a day, an hour, or evat a minute.
Parents described the dai^ care routines far tbeir childrai in detail as regunes that w æ  
exhausting. There was a sense of always having to be prepared for their child with SHCN. 
One parait described care routines in their fam% by stath^:
Everything in our fàmi^ revolves around the care of our son (with SHCN). Eood and 
meal times must be very structured and routines for medication and monitoring. Our 
child is now four, but we must plan any tiip out of our home very carefully to have the 
appropriate supphes and faod with us to avoid any protkms. We have no spontaneity 
inthe hous^iold.
Other parents reported similar feehngs of being consumed with care routines. One mother 
elaborated on the time-consuming nature of her daughta '^s care routines stating:
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BasicaDy the baby needed constant attention, was on a heart monitor and jnst ate and 
skpt. It was both areli^and a shock to be sent home [homhoqtital], it was so good 
to be home, but very stressful bâig th æ  and realizing that you didn't have any help 
6om the nurses any more.
Uns mom Mt the care needs of her infant w ae far greata  ^than Aat of a normal infanL 
Every infant has to be cared 5)r tota%, but this infant had difhculty feeding due to a 
congenital anoma^ and had to be on a heart monitor to constantly assess An any 
difBculties with breathing. Another fam% described caring for their eight-month old son 
whh SHCN and fe^mg tlmt their time was qrent waitn% and waitmg statiog:
He wakes at 5:30 am, he goes to sleep by 6:30-7:00 ajn. Eveiy two hours he eats 
during the day. . .  he goes &)wn around 11:00 pjn. and will sleep A)ur-6ve hours at a 
time. He has two différent medications that be takes twice a day. They are concerned 
about his we%ht gaôi, so we are trying to &ed him lots and we are always waiting for 
doctors to phone and for the dietitian to [Aone 6om (the Pediatric Tatiary Care 
Center) with test results and inkimatton on new diet stuff 
This family did not have local access to some of the qrecialized care th^  required and it 
meant hequent téléphoné calls, as well as having to stay 1  ^the ^ lone m onkr to qieak to 
specialists. Aiiother father qx)ke of the tirneconsuiningiuitore of the care routmes f)r 
tbeir dnld and sunaned it up like this stating:
On my days ofFI feel like I just. Run, Run, Run. . .  widibimfbr somednng, this, that 
or the otha thing . . .  just steady. If you run once f?r [siWmg] you've run Sfty times far
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[our chüi wilh SHCN]. Anointments are aidiess with ther^nsts, etc. Everything takes
krnger for [our cbDd with SHCN] . . .
The parents in this study expressed a concern over the amount of time it took to care 
for their children with SHCN. Parents revealed &ehng prepared to care for a non-spKcial 
needs child, but no one could Mve prq)ared than&r the care requiraneats o f a child with 
SHCN.
Akver Ge&mgaBreu*
Never getting a break was the second aspect of the cat^oiy of time that emerged 6om  
the data. Parmts described drmr kelings of frustration and fahgw due to the time- 
consumiog care needs of their child with SHCN. Many care regimes do not have an 
deman of technical sondnsdcation, but are still h^l% demanding and have a signifcant 
infuence on the farrnly. Parents recognized tlmt home was the best place for their cbHd 
and wanted to avoid the wgative efkcts of prolonged hoqntaHzations on tbeir (hiWrHi^ s 
development. Parents expressed feeling very nmcb on their own, however, deqnte 
reasarrances horn Pediatric Tertiary Care fadlrties and local r^ional hoqxitals that 
su{^rt was avahaHe to them in their bnme corrzmmities. The reahty frr parents was that 
they became expeds in their children's care and hnding ^rpnopriate and adequate support 
was diBBcolt at best and in maty cases in^ssA le. Families gave very vivid descrqttions of 
the despaate situations they encountered in caring f)r their childrai with SHCN at home 
24 hours a day with no relief available.
One motha^enrkd up beir% admitted to hospital with exhaustion due to the demanding 
care needs of her child and lack of srqtport at home. She explained bm- situation stating:
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I started looking for be^ right away, as soon as we got home. Because I was so used 
to having he%) at the hospital with nurses he^nng me feed her and look after her.. . .  as 
soon aslgothom elrealizedrm gonim  have to get some help, because...  Tmgonna 
loose n y  hd. When you get home and you realize diat you had all of this and now its 
gone, and now its just like Tm  alone*.
This mother identified that she reeded help at home, but was hustrated with the lack of 
avaOaWe sug^rt to families caring far a child with SHCN. Whai looking far he^, one 
mother tried to latch onto an aheady existiog program that of^ ed  requite in hK 
comnmnity to fannlies caring for a child with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. The mother 
e^lains how this never came about stating:
Because we werai't bang funded in any way, drape or krrmthey didn t think we could 
participate because they had to pay the people to come iqp to do practicums.. . .  the 
difBcul^ we have is we can't have a normal bdry-mtter to handle the issues that have 
gone on with [our chüd]. T bœ  really waai't a i^ n e trained locally, as well the cost is 
exorbitant, it's fifteen dollars an hour.
It is coimnon-^dace for paraits widi children to call on the assistance of a bdy-sitter, 
who may be afiend, fam% mendier, or teenaga  ^in oido" to take abreak. The families in 
this study described their frustration with never getting a break and ideatifed their inability 
to use a regular baby-sitter due to the care needs of their children with SHCN. One family 
described being thankful far the caregivers that they did have, but had no one fuHy trained 
to look afta  ^tbeir clnld. They e;qnessed fear fir Aeir child and caregivers, which resulted 
in them feeling like they could never iea% get away fir a weekend. The father stated:
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We've actua% traioed quite a &w people to do 6 e  Mood tests, but 6)r instance, we 
would not train someone else to do the needle. That person would have to be already 
trained. . .  because I Imow when I had to learn, granted it's ny kid so that might make 
it worse, it took quite a while. And I thought I can't just expect someone else to take it 
rq) like tMt and learn it when it took me awhile to learn iL
The sufqxnt received horn a grandmotha  ^was essential to anotha  ^motha^'s success. 
However, she describes the intensity and length of the training period stating:
My mom would come. . .  once a wedc or once every two w e ^ s . . . .  Well hrst she 
spent about 6)ur or Gve days with m e . . .  and she just sat with me and watched 
what I did with [try chhd]. . .  basically I trained her. . .  showed her the CPR. . .  
everything. . .  A)ur da)% of . . .  just sitting with me and watdnng every move. Then I 
just basica% left mom alone with her. . .  Ae got rea% tired, but she did iL 
Pararts w ae erqrressing the need to get a break, to have some relief, but it was difhcult to 
hrxi adequately trained caregivers. Anotha mother worked hard for ha^  chikl with SHCN 
to be given a qrot in a preschool hi the aid, it was leA up to her to set up a proper 
program and to educate the workers to care for him. She elaborated on her situation:
It neva  ^got to apoint where I could leave him. We got to apoiot whae I said I can't 
give them any naore coping skills. . .  I have no nure training. . . I have nothing I can 
give them. Fmnot even trained. . . .  My son will be long out of there before they ever 
get the training that they need.
It was hustrating hir this mother to do aH that she could and to still see no beneht Ar her 
son or their famr  ^in the form of getting a break. One mother in this study returned to 
work when she was tdde to 6*1 a day c^e diat would shme in the care of her child with
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SHCN. The father identiGed this as a turning point for his wife in desperate need of a 
break stating, "Going back to woik for her was much mote than Gnandal need. . .  she 
was going to sntg)."
Never getting a break for families in this study meant that they must cope with the 
demanding care needs of their children with SHCN on their own. Parents concerned with 
the time-consuming nature of the care demands, the inability to use normal caregivers or
baby-sitters, and the lack of adequately trained caregivers resulted in the need for respite.
All parents who participated in my study provided care for their child with SHCN at 
home. They were confident in their own care-giving abilities, but found themselves 
becoming worn out and looking for help. Parents identified caring for their child with 
SHCN as being extremely time-consuming and more work than they could ever have 
imagined. Parents’ stories of the time-consuming nature of care routines and the stress of 
the ongoing nature of the care for their children with SHCN explained their need for 
respite. Some parents looked for immediate help while others struggled. Unfortunately, an 
unmet need for respite led to hospitalizations for exhaustion and marital discord whether 
or not the need for a break was realized.
The findings in my study support the notion that caring for a child with SHCN is 
physically and emotionally draining on parents or the persons providing the primary care. 
Several studies (Kendle & Campanale, 2001; Dodgson, Garwick, Blozis, Patterson, 
Bennett, & Blum, 2000; Heaman, 1995; McCubbin & McCubbin, 1993; and Ray & 
Ritchie, 1993) also support these Gndings. These stresses are far beyond those faced by 
most parents not responsible for children with SHCN. Moreover, most families are not
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capable of managing the responsibilities associated with caring for a child with SHCN day 
after day, without considerable help.
The goal of nespnte care is to reduce ftmn^ stress and enhance managing, thereby, 
reducing the potential for neglect, abuse, and recurratt hospitalizations (Canadian 
Association for Community Care, 1996). Respite cate is described as a resource or 
support service provided to care givers in order to give them a temporary break from their 
caregiving responsibilides (Respite Services in BC, 1995a). Families in my study 
recognized that they needed help, were getting exhausted, but were not able to find respite 
care. Parents expressed disappointment with the lack of support from their extended 
families. Fear of the child’s demanding care needs prevented many extended family 
members from supporting these parents. Therefore, in the absence of family support, 
families would have benefited from respite care to help prevent the desperate situations in 
which they found themselves.
Inadequacy of respite programs has been reported in the literature to be a source of 
frustration for parents (Canadian Association for Community Care, 1995). This frustration 
was experienced by families in my study due to a lack of, or total absence of, respite. 
Respite care has been identified as a necessity for families providing care to a child with 
SHCN in British Columbia (Canadian Association for Community Care, 1995; Northern 
and Rural Health Task Force, 1995b; B.C. Core Services Report, 1994). The families in 
my study also identified that the need for respite care was not being met in their 
communities. Families recognized the need for a break, wanted it, and asked for it, but it 
was not available to them At the government level there is a verbal commitment to
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support these families, but the voices of parents are not being heard and their needs for 
respite are not being met in the communities where they live.
Respite care was available to some of the families in my study. Unfortunately, when 
respite care was available the providers were not adequately educated. Parents found 
themselves teaching the people who were supposed to be assisting them, which added to 
the families’ burden instead of the intended function of giving family members a break. 
Restricted access to services due to a lack of educated personnel has been documented by 
other researchers. Markos-Capps & Godfrey (1999) conducted a survey to determine the 
factors affecting availability of day care services for children with SHCN. The data from 
this survey suggested that quality day care services are not available as needed for infants 
and young children with SHCN. Specific factors identified that limit the availability of day 
care services included the higher staff to child ratio, lack of educated personnel, safety 
issues, and concerns about not being able to meet the child’s needs. Therefore, increased 
funding needs to be made available to address these concerns that are limiting the 
availability of day care services for children with SHCN.
In my study, accessing a day care center was one mother's respite from the stress of 
caring for her child with SHCN. Finding a private day care that was willing to take care of 
her son was a huge benefit. If a day care subsidy was to be provided and eligibility criteria 
established, other families may benefit. This family’s experience differs from that 
documented by Markos-Capps & Godfrey (1999), which found limited access to day care 
for children with SHCN.
The last type of respite care identified in my study was that of a foster family. One 
family utilized this service and found it extremely beneficiaL Respite care through a foster
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fam% is idendGed as a model of respite care (Dent, Case, & Picarro, 1980). In this model,
a child with SHCN lives in the home of a respite care provider family while the parents are 
away or in need of a break. It is similar to the traditional faster care fam% setting except 
that fosta- care is usually for a longer period of time. Other families m niy study were 
never given the option of having respite support in the form of a foster farrnly. This is an
example, in my view, of fragmentation of services for families caring for a child with 
SHCN. Respite care was found to be available in some areas to some families, but there 
was no clear path provided to families to find or receive respite.
These findings are similar to Mausner’s (1995) description of a system that has not 
recognized adequately the support needs of families whose children have SHCN. My study 
revealed that families were not getting the respite care that they needed. Mausner 
indicates that respite care is viewed as a luxury and is arranged only after the family 
exhibits significant stress, and even then the respite options are limited. A family support 
project called “Families Helping Families” was developed to link families of children with 
SHCN to other families who can leam to care for the children and provide respite on a 
regular basis (Mausner).
Similar concerns about the availability and organization of respite care services for 
families caring for a child with SHCN have been reported by Kendle and Conçanale 
(2001), as well as Robinson, Jackson, and Townsley (2001). In response to a lack of 
available respite options, these authors describe two innovative programs of respite care. 
Robinson, Jackson and Townsley looked at the use of children’s hospices in the provision 
of short-term care for disabled children, while Kendle and Campanale (2001) utilized 
nursing students on practicums to ;novide respite support to families caring for a child
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with SHCN. These programs are designed in ways that wonM better meet the respite
needs of the families in my study, whose needs are not being fully met in the Northern 
Health Authority of B.C. The respite programs described above, however, are situated in
urban areas and have not yet been tested in rural and northern areas.
Need
In attempting to adjust to their situations of caring for a child with SHCN at home, 
parents in my study described feeling that they were not getting enough support. 
Specifically, parents identified that the support they required was different depending on 
their current situation, the child’s developmental stage, and the family’s ability to manage. 
All parents interviewed felt a need for support at the time of their child’s initial diagnosis, 
a need for support from similar faroflies, and a need of support to manage finances. These 
categories are presented by focusing on needs for support in relation to a variety of 
situations. For exanyk, families experienced situations of grieving the loss of their healthy 
child, of unexpected emotions with the birth of a new child, of frustration trying to gain 
knowledge about their child’s condition, and of anxiety associated with learning to care 
for a SHCN child. Bringing their child with SHCN home and managing their care was 
identified as a difficult paiod. Lacking support of family and fidends that was expected 
and hoped for which did not materialize was described as a common occurrence. Parents 
revealed feeling socially isolated, as well as lacking a sense of ‘normalacy’ in their lives. 
Although support from charitable organizations and extended benefits was described as 
he^pfid to parents, revealed were stories about how they had to make adjustments to their 
situations in order to care for their child with SHCN. Families were in need of more 
support.
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All families experienced stress at the time tbeir child was diagnosed with SHCN. Two 
families in my study waited hrr long periods of time to receive a dehnitive diagnosis for 
their child. This period of time was difficult, as families were dealing with their child’s 
behavior and plQrâcal concerns without knowing the origin of the problem. It was a 
challenge to find help. One father described their situation stating:
I would say the first challenge was getting the help that we needed. We did not know 
enough to ask the right questions. We had seen an occupational therapist, a speech 
therapist and were being referred . . .  I think the thing is that we were given no coping 
skills at that time. We were told, “don’t worry we’ll put in a referral, however, it’ll take 
up to a year". Meanwhile you’re trying to cope with your child and you have no 
support and no skills.
Another family found the time around diagnosis stressful, but at the same time it was a 
relief to know the origin of their child’s condition. This family received aU of their child's 
care in the city where they lived. They were in hospital for two weeks and after discharge 
were followed by health care professionals through a local outpatient clinic. This father 
describes the level of support they felt stating:
Well, there was three of them [health care professionals] saying, “don’t worry about it 
[aH the advice] you’re just going to get overwhelmed and you're not going to absorb it 
all, but over time you’ll know what we’re talking about’’. Yeah, they have all been 
excellent, and we’ve never had a problem. And they always said that if there is ever a 
problem then just phone, middle of the night even.
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This family had a lot of support, including the offer of after hours help from health 
professionals once they were at home caring for their child with SHCN. This family felt 
supported at the time their child was diagnosed with SHCN, however, it was still a 
stressful time for them Despite all of the offers of support, they stül felt alone and isolated 
fallowing their child's discharge home.
Lack of support from family members and the community was a common concern. One 
father summed it up like this stating:
It never ceases to amaze me how little people understand. People you’re close to, your 
parents . . .  my sister . .  . people who are around (our child) all the time, they just don’t 
get it.
One mother I interviewed gave birth to a child with a rare genetic condition and was 
sent to a tertiary care hospital in a large urban center for four months. She found it hard to 
return home when no one was familiar with her child's care needs. She felt alone with no 
support from her family or her community. She stated:
I had had enough. . .  my dream was to be home for Christmas, so I pushed and pushed 
tiU they finally said I could go home . . .  and then it was just me . .  . you didn’t have 
people testing your blood every day to make sure the levels were okay. I didn’t have 
anyone who could teU me “yeah its okay” or “no its not okay”.
This mother was anxious to get back to her family left behind in her home community. 
The harsh reality was that once she returned she had no support. The demanding care 
needs and precise nature of the care routines made it difficult for her to find support. This 
mother, like other families in my study, found a lack of support from her spouse and
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family members who found it hard to adjust to the child with SHCN. This woman felt her 
husband withdrew from the care of their child due to a fear associated with the intensity of 
the care needs. The mother describes her situation when her husband did not participate in 
the care of tbeir child with SHCN stating:
He couldn't &ed her, he tried but th æ  was just no way. She was choking and 
sputtering, and he got scared because he didn’t want her to start choking and stop 
breathing. He has some very extreme business propositions and just immersed himself 
into his job and slowly we pulled away from each other.
Other families experienced a lack of support from family members as they grieved the 
loss of their child as being normal. At the same time they struggled to leam and perform 
the care their child required. Parents had expected and hoped for more support from their 
family members and felt lost when the support was not offered. These famUies were left 
not knowing where to turn. One family member described the disappointment with the 
lack of support from an extended family member stating:
The hardest thing was when they told us (our child) only had 48 hours to live. My 
parents didn’t want to get attached to him when he came home . . .  because they didn’t 
think he was going to make it. My parents aren’t the greatest but we could have used 
their support.
Lack of support from grandparents and other family members was a concern expressed 
by several families in my study. One set of parents felt relief when they moved away from 
the maternal grandparents because the lack of support from them had become so 
upsetting. This mother stated:
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We’ve moved away from where both our folks are . .  . but we had a lot of problems 
with our parents. We’d get upset. . .  iry parents would always baby-sit my sister's 
three kids. . .  and not that they’re playing favorites, but they were easier to look after.
You know, my mom is actually scared of (our child with SHCN).
Parents explained how their grandparents, aunts, uncles, and other family members did
not come forward to offer assistance to them as they cared for their child with SHCN.
Two families in my study had extended family members who lived long distances away, 
making it difficult to rely on them for support. Emotional support was given over the 
phone.
jlMMÜarfVuMfKer
Social support derived from talking to and about families whose situations are most like 
their own was valued and needed by the parents in my study. The informal support 
received from similar families while at tertiary care centers was appreciated. Support 
groups operated by specific organizations or groups of families were desirable for some 
parents. Parents identified that a lack of support from families similar to themselves led to 
increased feelings of social isolation and loss of normalcy. Families acknowledged that 
they would have appreciated support from similar families, and in some cases they had 
been looking for it in their home communities.
One mother hoped that there would be a parent support group for her to attend, 
stating:
The support that I’ve had problems getting is into support groups or finding other 
people who are living the same sort of thing as you. There was this support group that 
was actually supposed to start for the second time this month, but has not. It was
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through the CNIB (Canadian Institute for the Bhnd) but I gness there was not enough 
moms dedicated to going and that was for paraits raising spiecial needs dnldren just for 
ah of the issues we experience.
Support groups were mentioned by one other mother as being desirable in terms of 
emotional support and information sharing. This mother, however, did not attend a 
support group due to having to travel two hours by car.
Rve of the six families in icy study received care through terüaiy care cental. Paraits 
stated that while they were at tertiary care centers there were many opportunities to meet 
informally with families similar to themselves and support was gained from these 
interactions. Upon returning to their home communities, however, parents found it 
difficult to continue this type of sharing with sinrilar families. One mother described her 
feelings stating:
There's no one. . .  people don't understand. . .  unless you actually frnd
someone who’s gone through the same situation who you can sort of relate 
to . . .  but other than that, there is no one and no support.
In particular, families expressed the need for support from families similar to 
themselves during the initial stages of learning to care for their child with SHCN. Parents 
identified a gap in the support given to them at this time. After experiencing this lack of 
support, parents e^qiressed that they were willing to share their exper^nces to aisure that 
other families might not have to experience similar frustrations. One mother stated:
I have talked to many people ..  . I'm more than willing, because after what I've gone 
through. ..  there’s just more knowledge that needs to be out there . .  . because I know 
what I wart through and had no one . . .  and that's so extremely difficult, so if I can
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give my little bit to someone and help them and make their life easier, then I would do
that.
This mother feh strongly that she would have benefited from the support of families in
similar situations as her. Even though time was a precious commodity, this mother was 
committed to sharing her knowledge with others.
An aspect related to the need for support from similar families related to a loss of 
normalcy and social isolation. Families experienced many frustrating situations in their 
everyday lives that accentuated their loss of normalcy. Social isolation was experienced as 
they were unsuccessful at trying to deal with the challenges of doing the same things as 
families with children of the same age and who had no major health concerns. Parents 
expressed how they realized their loss of normalcy in their everyday activities, such as 
eating in a restaurant and participating in Halloween events. Parents were experiencing 
different stages of managing the loss of normalcy and social isolation. For some parents it 
was limiting their participation in the community, while others were able to adjust the 
activities in such a way that would allow their child with SHCN to fully participate.
Loss of normalcy when caring for a child with SHCN at home took its toll on families. 
Parents talked about the stresses in their marital relationships and concerns with siblings 
due to enormous amounts of time being spent on dealing with the care needs of their child 
with SHCN. Typically, it was a mother who did the majority of care and who expressed 
not having enough time for her spouse. Two families said they shared equally in the care 
of their child, but felt they had little time left over for their marital relationship. Parents 
described how it was such a delicate balancing act at trying to maintain some sense of
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normalcy far other siblings. One family in ny study explained how they broke down due 
to the stress of having a child with SHCN, while others reported struggling and working it 
ouL Overall, despite the challenges, families felt that their experiences had made (hem 
stronger. As one father stated, 'It's hard to put it into words right now. It's just so many 
little things that all add up".
Parents expressed the difficulty of always being reminded of their child’s differences 
con^)ared to their other children and the children of friends and relatives. One father 
talked about the difficulty seeing normal children the same age as his son with SHCN 
stating;
My sister has three kids . .  . same ages as our children. And to see what she can go do 
on her own with three kids, and we only have two .. . it’s hard for us to do it together. 
My sister has a two year old and to see how little she has to do for him, makes you 
realize how much you actual^ have to do . . .  it's always in your face how much harder 
everything is for us.
Parents described how special occasions and holidays are taken for granted by most 
people and how participation in these events can be difficult for a child with SHCN. One 
motha  ^explains stating:
We can’t participate in certain events such as Halloween. So his sister misses out too, 
which is unfortunate. He never used to notice, but now he's getting old enough. . .  
usually we let him have some candy just so he doesn’t feel totally left out.
A mother explained how going to a movie as a family was more difficult with their 
child with SHCN stating:
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You know even little things like going to a show . . .  normal]^  your four year old 
could sit beside you on a seat. He has to sit on your lap the whole time, well you
know you’re in a show for two hours, that’s . . .  uncomfortable.
Trying to organize activities with other families accentuated 6)r parents the differences 
between their clnld with SHCN and other children. Many of the taken &r-granted 
activities around getting organized to do actrvrties are difBcult far families with children
with SHCN. One father explained how a single visit to the park is a workout for their
family stating:
Well it is not that easy for us to just go to the park. You know we’ve got (sibling) who 
wants to run all over the place, then you have got (our child with SHCN) who can not 
do anything . . . for us everything is a major procedure to go and do something . . .  so 
you tend to not do things that you normally would do . . .  you hnd it a bit isolating 
because you can not do the same things as people who have children the same age as 
yours.
A family shared their experience of the challenges associated with eating out in a 
restaurant. One mother was tired of being stared at by others and took steps to minimize 
this stating:
1 treat her like a very normal child . . .  as if there is absolutely nothing wrong. And, if 
we are in a restaurant and she starts choking, and stuff starts coming out of her nose, 
and people are staring, I just start laughing and say, look at you'. 1 just act like there is 
absolutely nothing wrong . . .  like there is nothing wrong with her.
Parents described how some children with SHCN look different from other children 
and have behaviors that attract attention. It was difGcult for these families to come to
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terms with the dîËkrences their chDd had, and equally difGcult to see the reactions of
others. One mother describes how her feelings keep her isolated stating:
I am a little . . .  worried about what people are going to say and how people look at 
me. I can be walking through the m al with her and I feel like everybody is looking at 
me. And they don't, but it is just how you feel. . .  I automatically think that they are 
thinking the worst of me, and that I am this awful parent. But when it is just me and 
[rry child] we are okay. We are okay untl I have to take her out to the real world and 
admit it. I have a real problem admitting it.
Many children with SHCN have health conditions that require them to remain as 
healthy as possible, such as preventing compHcations from respiratory infections. Such 
physical conditions isolate fannies further when they have to avoid social situations. 
Parents described how difficult it was for a child with SHCN who does not get enough 
play time with other cMdren. As one mother stated:
We never realy took him out. But we have taken him out for drives, showing him 
the river. We took him to the m al, just the once . .  . but the first time we took him 
there he got sick right away. So we have not been taking him out because any Ittle 
thing he w ll catch
Parents talked about the struggles related to integrating their chid with SHCN into 
their farrnly, as w el as into the world around them It was difficult for parents when otlter 
people did not realize how hard things can be for fannies caring for a child with SHCN.
Parents were frustrated and increasingly isolated by the inalnlty of their chid with SHCN 
to fit into everyday activities.
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Along with the emotional and social costs related to the need for siqrport are the
economical costs to families. Financial restraints emerged as parents voiced concerns 
associated with the cost of treatments, equipment and supplies, and travel to access care in 
urban centers where tertiary care facilities were located. Parents described struggling 
financially, but also identified the financial support they received. Extended benefits were 
explained as a huge help for some families and charitable organizations were described as 
supportive. Some families received financial support from Social Services provided by the 
government.
Separation for prolonged periods of time was an issue for families when their infant 
with SHCN needed to be transferred to a tertiary care center in the lower mainland, 800 
km away from home, hi order to support the infant with SHCN, it was a common practice 
fior one parent to stay at the terfiaiy care center while the other parent handled the other 
sibling at home. One mother stated;
I think it’s too bad that people overlook what they see and not what they really need. 
You know, its really sad, because there are so many people out there who have nice 
houses and nice cars and things, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that they can afford a 
$35 an hour nurse, or $25 an hour nurse, even a $17 an hour nurse . . . and you’re not 
going to have a nurse in just for an hour. There’s times when you need a nurse all day .
. . but it’s not in your budget to even consider. It cost us $14,000 for four months to be 
away from home and in the hospital. .  . people don’t understand that.
The hidden expenses of being away from home, such as lost wages and baby-sitting costs 
for siblings stiU at home, are further financial costs. Parents found it difficult for both to be
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working when dealing with the care needs of a child with SHCN. Moreover, it was 
frustrating for parents trying to find adequate daycare and preschool for their children with 
SHCN, and when it was available the cost was prohibitive. One mother elaborates on her 
interaction with an enployee of the Ministry of Children and Family Development stating: 
We went in and asked far $2,000 because that's what it costs, because [our child] 
has to have a one to one worker, and the daycare costs, and they came back and 
told us that we had $471. So, we were unsure, because a lot of it is financial. . .  is 
this a reality that they really think we can pay $1600 or $1500 a month?
Parents felt that the financial expectations of government and society for families caring 
for a child with SHCN exceeded what they were able to contribute. Parents found it was 
difficult to provide care for their children without compromising others in the family. For 
example, parents were interested in educational opportunities that would improve their 
ability to care for their children with SHCN. Unfortunately, the costs of these programs 
were again a deterrent. One mother described her situation stating:
The parent training, if you’re on the caseload . . . the registration fee is waived. All of 
the other fees. . .  like my transportation, accommodation, and everything else, we will 
have to pay ourselves. My other issue is more than likely [that] my husband is going to 
have to take time off work to look after [our child].
The reality of the situation for these parents was that they were paying for most of the 
care for their children. One mother summed it up stating:
I think for any family . . .  you have to look at the needs of your child, but you also have 
to be realistic. About..  . where those dollars are best spent. It would be wonderful if it
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was an endless pit and yon conld try aH these things, but it's not. Yon know the reality
of it is that a lot of it is parent funded. It’s not covered under health care.
Parents described the burden of these costs as being related to providing care for their 
children. In terms of parents needing to travel long distances for follow up care for their 
children with SHCN, expenses would accumulate two or more times a year. For one 
mother, being a First Nations woman with Indian status helped her situation. She stated: 
I ’ve been very fortunate, for my status. Because the only reason..  . they do cover us is 
because both my children have status as well. It’s not just me that has the status. My 
status has covered my expenses for my trips to [the tertiary care center], my plane trip, 
my food, my accommodations.
Five of the families involved in this study were followed up through clinics located in a 
tertiary care center far from their homes. Families are scheduled for follow-up a minimum 
of one to two times each year. These trips were a necessity for families, as they accessed 
services not available to them in their home communities. Some families had coverage 
through extended benefit plans attached to their job benefits, but they stiU had to pay the 
bills and then wait to be reimbursed. This added to their financial stress. Some families 
appreciated the extended benefits coverage that they received through their own or their 
spouse’s work. Without this type of support, families would have to pay for all their 
child’s medical supplies and equipment.
Families also have the pressures of caring for then child’s needs and of worrying about 
the costs of equipment and supplies. Support from extended benefits is a huge help to 
many families. However, it is time-consuming frn families to have to negotiate with these
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private plan decision makers to receive their reimbursements and to Gnd out if certain
treatments and supplies are covered.
Families in my study were the benefactors of financial support from a variety of 
charitable organizations. Contact with these organizations was made directly by the 
families or by someone else on behalf of the family. No organized or congnehensive 
information was available to families regarding these organizations; it was once again left 
nptoIbnnHesWdeünnnnefhedË&RemopdonsavaüdWe.
Non-profit-making organizations and service clubs provide financial assistance to 
families on a case-by-case basis. One family had their travel expenses covered by one of 
these organizations for ongoing care and treatments at a pediatric tertiary care center 
located a far distance away. The mother explains how this worked tor them stating:
The [non-profit] fund pays for both of us to stay at the Easter Seal House when we go 
for tests and foDow up [at the pediatric terdary care center]. [The non-profit fund] pays 
for flights for us, but they’ll only pay for one of us. But, they have also been paying for 
his vitanains this last time . .  they have paid for them three times.
There are many avenues for funding available to individuals and organizations as 
demonstrated by this mother’s activities. Unfortunately, parents stated they did not have 
the extra time needed to research and apply for funding. Parents indicated they wanted 
some guidance in looking for financial support not only for themselves, but also for the 
community at large in order to improve the quality of life for children with SHCN.
Two families in my study were supported on social services and shared their different 
experiences related to the amount of support they received and the ease with which their
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needs were met. It was of interest that these two families' experiences with social services
were very different.
C)nesi[yÿk:iiK)tb*arliad tol«ive;tlin3e sinqgeries alter Ixariibiki wnülilSIKZlSr vvastxariL TTbe; 
professional person in social services did everything to find somebody to look after her 
child whüe she was back in the hospital The mother shares her story stating:
I had three days notice to find somebody to look after her. So I didn’t know what I was 
going to do and I managed to get a hold of [social services case-worker] by the 
afternoon and she took care of everything over the weekend. Found her a home, and 
talked to aU the people necessary in order to get the financing for her to go into this 
home . . .  she set everything up over a weekend. . .  it was incredible.
In orda^  to get the assistance needed, tl*enx)tber tuad to sign wtuüTvascaDed a voluntary 
care agreement, which essentially put her child into government care. This type of support 
was available to those who w æ  willing to give the re%%)orHnlHlk]fC»ftlx%r cluld to the 
Ministry of Children and Family Development. This care agreement worked extremely 
well for this young mother who continued to have many medical conçhcations. She felt 
that she was being provided the financial support she needed and described her 
relationship with the foster family for her child as excellent. Fortunately, support was 
tailored to her physical and emotional needs. No other families spoke of the voluntary care 
agreanent as part of their expaiaices.
The other family on social assistance, who struggled to make ends meet financially, 
were unsatisfied with the financial help received for their child with SHCN. The family had 
many concerns regarding the cost of caring for their child. The father talked about the 
aftuggküamdœendsmaft stating:
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We get $178 a month from social services and on top of that they pay our rent and our 
hydro and ekctric ML They tnry Ibis fcMniaiki taut 1i*ey don't pay for vitamins. Because 
of the liver and the spleen, he goes to the bathroom. ..  thirty, forty times a day . . .  you 
liave;tc)l[ee%)iiie diaper clean because he gets a rash.. .  We go through diapers Hke 
crazy, and they won't pay.
Parents identified a variety of financial services available within the health care system 
that supported families caring for a child with SHCN. However, the participants in my 
study perceived that they did not have equitable access to all possibilities for financial 
assistance available through social services.
Discussion: The Need fo r Support 
The findings suggest that the degree of support parents need varies over time and is 
dependent on the particular child with SCHN. The need for support was understood 
through four categories that focused on situations related to the time of diagnosis, to 
family members, to similar families, and to managing finances. The analysis of these 
categories, are discussed, as well as aspects related to loss of normalcy and social 
isolation.
When initially managing their child's care at home, parents fek overwhelmed and were
in need of support. Parenting a child bom with SHCN requires learning new ways to 
parent, along with special procedures and skills necessary for the care of their child. 
Jenkins (1996) suggests that parents are grieving the loss of the ‘fantasy child’ and must 
work through the grieving process to enable them to accept the diagnosis of the child with 
SHCN. Parents need health professionals who can provide them with emotional siqiport 
and who are able to guide them through the process of grieving. The findings of my study
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concur with the work of Clements, Copeland, and Loftus (1990) and Patterson (1991), in
terms of understanding that the time of initial diagnosis of a chronic illness is a time of 
increased need Axr families. Health care prohesskmals need to plan interventions based on 
individual family assessments that include the additional stresses of diagnosis. This was a 
key time for the families in my study who reported feeling that there was no one out there
for them
Feelings of isolation and inadequate access to helpful support systems were reported by 
parents who were discouraged by the lack of support from family members, specifically 
spouses and grandparents. A common response to plysical illness is withdrawal, and 
people may pud away from one another because they feel uncomfortable about how to act 
and what to do or say (Jessop & Stein, 1994). Parents in my study described their family 
members as "being afraid" of their child with SHCN and avoided being in contact with 
them. The presence of a helpful social network can be a major predictor of successful 
family management of a child with SHCN (Jessop & Stein, 1994). Snowdon, Cameron, 
and Dunham (1994), as well as Ray and Ritchie (1993), report that social support from 
family and friends is related to satisfaction with family functioning. Canam (1993) 
identifies establishing a support system as one of the eight common adaptive tasks facing 
parents of children with chronic conditions. Health professionals need to enable parents to 
develop and maintain resources of support. Families caring for children with SHCN would 
benefit from interventions designed to enhance effective family management.
The need for support with similar families related to parents feeling that other parents 
who were having similar experiences could offer valuable support to them. Some parents 
had experienced parent support groups while they were at tertiary care centers and fr)und
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them be^yful Upon returning to their home communities, however, parent support groups
were unavailable. Several programs of parent to parent support have been reported in the 
literature. Mertensmeyer and Fine (2000) describe ParentHnk, a model of integration and 
support for parents. SanteUi, Turnbull, Marquis, & Lemer (2000) present a ‘Farent-to- 
Parent' program aimed at providing emotional and inkrmational support to parents of 
children who have special needs. Iscoe and Bordelon (1985) describe the 'Phot Parents’ 
program as a peer support program where parents of chhdren with physical challenges 
provide information and support to other parents on a one-to-one basis. These programs 
concur with my findings as the type of programs that would be supportive to families.
Hall (1996) describes parental perception of support necessary to care for a child with 
SHCN. The concept of social support is defined as supportive assistance from inçortant 
others that addresses perceived needs. Hall advocates the use of a framework that 
recognizes different components of social support, which are divided into functional 
characteristics of support and factors influencing support. The subcategories of these 
groups are avahabhity of support, content of support, sources of support, personality and 
famhy variables, and changes over time in support needed. Using this framework. Hall’s 
(1996) findings revealed that half of the families studied were satisfied with the support 
they received. Families also reported that receiving the diagnosis was the worst time for 
them, citing lack of information and endless assessments by professionals as factors.
Hall's (1996) findings are consistent with my findings and those of other researchers 
who have reported the lack of congruence between parents’ own perceived needs and 
family needs as perceived by health professionals (Diehl, Moffitt, & Wade, 1991; Graves 
& Hayes, 1996; Prelock, Beatson, Contompasis, & Bishop, 1999). These studies stress
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that it is better to focus on meeting the needs of parents rather than on the needs as 
perceived by professionals.
The third major need expressed by parents in my study was the need for sn^^xnt related 
to pasonaBzed direction horn health providers in order to eSectively manage the care of 
their child with SHCN at home. Although parents indicated they shared a supportive and 
cooperative relationship with some professionals, this was not true of their relationships 
with all health care providers. Parents discussed encounters where they experienced 
frustration and difficulties rather than support in their interactions with health care 
providers. Poor relationships with health care providers placed increased pressure on 
parents who were already stretched to the limits of their ability to cope. Three categories 
emerged from the need for personalized direction: effective communication, the 
coordination of services, and the challenges of living in rural communities. Concerns with 
regards to communication with health professionals and the coordination of services were 
described by parents as having elements of chance or luck. Parents explained these 
elements as feelings of having found the right health professional for them and where 
"everything just clicked". Parents also indicated that there were certain professionals who 
went above and beyond the call of duty by always doing the extras. Finally, the availability 
and access to qualified health care professionals in rural communities revealed concerns 
worthy of consideration.
CbmmMwcafm*
Communicating with aU of the health professionals involved in their child’s care was 
fime-consuroing for parents. Experiences with lack of consistent fr>]low up and
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breakdowns in the flow of information forced parents to take on a coordinator role for 
their child’s care at home. The coordinating role was time consuming and emotionally 
draining for families, but out of necessity they stretched themselves to the limits to manage 
it. A care coordinator was not assigned to the parents in my study, instead, over time they 
became experts in their child’s care and evattuaOy became their own care coordinator by 
default.
One family had regular follow up through a specific clinic in their community. Although 
they found the care excellent, the parents had become experts in the care of their child and 
needed more tailored support from health care professionals. The experience of another 
family was similar. Health care professionals locally could not assist them in learning more 
about their child’s condition. They were counseled to research as much as they could, but 
in the end they still felt the need to have more professional guidance.
When the child with SHCN has a rare condition, it can be difficult to find doctors and 
nurses who are familiar with it and are able to provide the appropriate treatment. After 
receiving care in a tertiary care center, families found it hard to adjust to the care provided 
in their local communities and were frustrated by the lack of respect they were given for 
being the expert in their child’s care. Parents talked of becoming part of the team at the 
tertiary care center, attending rounds daily with the health care professionals, and reading 
the child’s chart to keep updated on any progress. Back in their home communities, 
parents did not find this type of partnership in planning for their child’s care. One parent 
elaborated stating:
It was really frustrating . . .  when I would sit down with the doctors and nurses, and I
would try to explain to them what’s wrong with her and why she needs this, why she
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needs that, and they kx)ked at me and laughed, basically. We're the doctors not you - 
and its like well-do you know about her syndrome, and, no we've never heard of it - 
well then listen to me. I’ve gone through 4 months of training, you know. I'm out here 
asking you for help. . .  to work with me, and you're working against me instead of 
working with me. And that's extremeh  ^hustrating . . .  just knowing there's no one out 
there.
When parents had poor communication and coordination of services with their health 
care pro&ssionals it placed increased stress on families. Parents in my study were caring 
for their child with SHCN twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week and felt that they 
knew their child best. Parents wanted effective communication with their health care 
professionals. They felt that they should be included in the planning of their child’s care 
and respected for their expertise and knowledge regarding their child with SHCN.
Par^its described feeling lost when they returned to their home communities aAa^  their 
child with SHCN had been bom in the tertiary care center. The care had been excellent, 
but there was a lack of communication and coordination with health professionals in their 
community. One mother stated:
So there were things that were happening but it was like no one worked together, that 
was my biggest problem with being home. It was like when we came from [tertiary 
care center] no one knew we were there . . .  the health nurse never got in touch with us 
. . .  it was as if we didn’t exist. And I don’t know if that’s because we went to [the 
tertiary care center] or if everything got lost. The only person we saw on a regular basis 
when we frrst got beck was the pediatrician.
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Parents in my study would have appreciated having one person identified as their 
coordinator to ensure that aU necessary professionals were kept involved and informed. 
This mother felt that services available for her child were overlooked due to a lack of 
proper referrals to her home community. When first returning home, parents were 
overwhelmed. It is at this stage, especially, that a professional care coordinator is required. 
Looking back on his experiences, a father stated:
Communication . . .  is really poor between the physicians, the therapists, between 
everybody. .  . if you have a [child with SHCN] or a preemie baby. . . there’s nothing 
given to you at the hospital. . .  in our case there was no support, nothing. Where do 
you go . . .  we had no idea.
When parents have had experience in collaborating with health professionals, they value 
their expertise and guidance. The parents who have not, would have appreciated better 
communication and coordination of services, wanting to be a part of the team caring for 
their child with SHCN. Most importantly, aU families wanted to improve the health care 
system in terms of communication and coordination so that other families would not have 
to experience the same frustrations.
Making a Difference
Certain professionals did more for families in my study than the parents ever expected. 
Parents expressed their frustrations with caring for their child with SHCN at home, as well 
as their stories that described situations in which one particular professional helped to 
make their struggle easier. It often wasn’t something huge, but it was what was done or 
said that helped to make the difference in how they were able to manage and continue on 
with the care of their chDd with SHCN. For one family it was their speech therapist. The
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motber stated, 'Ï had a speech therapist who . . .  was a wonderful woman and gave more
than 200 percent, to us as a family. She has never worked with a child with autism before, 
but she did everything she could for us.” A public health nurse was identified as a great 
support ly  families, as well as instrumental in managing the care of their child with SHCN. 
One motber described her relationship with the public health nurse by stating:
(Public Health Nurse), she’s been fantastic. Not only does she take care of everything 
for me but she’s a great personal support, we’ve become really good friends. She 
comes over to weigh (my child) and do her length and stuff but she’ll stay for an hour 
and just talk. And she’s let me cry on her shoulders.
For another family, finding the right people at a day care center made all the difference 
to their lives. The mother stated:
[The day care center] has been incredible as far as . . .  [getting my child] integrated . . .  
because they don’t have any other disabled kids. And so for them this was a brand new 
experience. And they’ve just been incredible . . . they’re phenomenal; they’ve made it a 
lot easier for us.
Making it easier for another mom meant that even though she wasn’t a client of a service 
due to a long waiting list, the professional there recognized her need and made herself 
available by the phone. This mother explains by stating:
Well I do a lot of reading and some of it I got. . .  from one of the workers. She has 
been really good, although we’re not clients. Although she could not come and see us, 
she has been available for phone consultations for specific behavioral issues . . . and has 
come through with some ideas and suggestions.
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Families described health professionals and their actions as making it easier for them to 
care (or their chOd with SHCN. When families looked back on these experiences, the small 
events were the ones that stood ont and the particnlar health professionals who did the 
extras fer them that w æ  remembered.
The issue of living in a rural community was a category under the need for personalized 
direction. For the participants in my study, this meant experiencing limited access to 
services, a lack of trained health care professionals, and increased time to travel to 
necessary appointments. Most families expressed that a major concern for them was about 
living in the Northern Interior of B.C. and not having access to the health professionals 
they required. When health professionals were available to them, the families discovered 
that some were not trained to deal with the condition of their child or in some cases were 
not familiar with the condition at all. One mother describes her experience stating:
You know . . .  [living in a rural community] the access to professionals is not great. 
[The Pediatrician] we have not seen since his original visit with [our child]. . .  there’s 
nothing [the Pediatrician] can do. So we see [our child’s] general practitioner here to 
deal with the colds, the normal everyday childhood ailments, but what do we do and 
who do we go to as far as the development, you know, where is the central point? 
There isn’t one . . .  we’ve soon come to believe that the only thing that we can do is do 
it ourselves.
Always having to deal with people on the phone was another issue for parents. They 
feund that this was not always as satisfying as face-to-face contact. Many hours were 
q)Git trying to make contact with certain health care professionals. One mother talked
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about the stresses of waiting for phone calls and the increased waiting time for everything 
stating:
Our phone bill is huge. We can’t talk to a dietitian here, she doesn’t want anything to 
do with him because it’s all been at the [pediatric tertiary care center]. So we’re
phoning the dietitian and doctors at the [pediatric tertiary care center], phoning for 
blood results and biopsy results.
Living in a rural community also meant that for many families they had to travel to get 
the services they required. For some families living in Prince George, it meant travel to 
Vancouver and for other families it meant travel into Prince George to access care and 
services. One mother explains the struggle to attend a parent support group stating:
They started a parent support group and I went to their first meeting . . .  it was good. I 
think it’ll be a worthwhile thing ..  . but again, it’s trying to get there: it’s a two-hour 
drive and they want to start it at 6:30. That’s when it becomes hard being in a small 
town.
Despite the negatives, parents also shared some of the positive aspects of living in a 
rural community. Families are well known to the nurses and doctors in their communities, 
which resulted in help to access services due to the nature of these ‘friendly’ professional 
relationships. One mother was near the end of her managing ability as she described how 
her family doctor recognized this when she met her at the store stating:
My GP is a really good friend of mine . .  . she’s been my GP since I was fourteen. I 
bumped into her in a grocery store . . .  and [she said to me] make an appointment I 
want to see you.
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Anotber mother needed to contact the PHN to add her name to a referral list for an
assessment at a tertiary care center. Fortunately, this mother knew the nurse socially. She 
stated:
We did not know what her role was, and we actually were quite puzzled as to why she 
was on there [the hst]. . .  we knew of her because she played baseball on our team
(laughs), so we had put that down [on the forni] and she phoned me and spoke to me
about. . . what she could provide us.
Living in a rural community was the reality for the majority of families in my study. 
Families made the best of it for the most part, but the issues of living in a rural community 
added to the burden of caring for their child with SHCN at home.
Parents in my study explained that they tried to care for their child with SHCN to 
the best of their abilities. Their children had unique or unusual conditions or diagnoses, 
such as rare congenital defects, and did not fit into any predetermined group or program. 
There was only one family in the study who participated in a program that was established 
to support individuals and families with a specific condition. Families were left to find their 
own way. This was a difficult process due, in part, to the time-consuming nature of the 
care required by their children with SHCN and the lack of direction or clear path to 
services. Clearly, these families would have benefited from more personal direction had it 
been driven by the care needs of their children, as well as by the specific needs of the 
families.
Learning to care for children with SHCN at home was a time of increased stress for 
parents. Parents had to try to secure appropriate support for home care and deal with
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other issues such as hnaucial concerns and disruption of famü  ^hfe. Parents reported 
feeling frustrated with the process of obtaining help for their speciGc situations. Feelings 
of anger, and at the same time confusion, were expressed hy parents at the lack of support 
and direction that they received from health care professionals. Four of the siK families in 
this study e]rpressed their dis^*pointment with the care that they received horn their 
physician or pediatrician. They noticed a huge gap in their physician’s knowledge relative 
to their child’s condition compared to the physicians they had dealt with in tertiary care 
centers. Parents felt their physician lacked knowledge about community resources, as well 
as concerns common to parents and families caring for a child with SHCN. It was on^ 
when families looked back on their experiences that they were able to explain what would 
have been helpful. They became frustrated when they thought about what might have been 
available had they been able to access services earlier and in a smoother fashion.
Hendrickson, Baldwin, and Allred (2000) found that the physician is the Grst person 
parents turn to with questions regarding their children, but unfortunately they are not the 
best informed regarding appropriate community services. Another study looked at the 
education of pediatricians in the care of children with physical disabilities. The findings 
indicated that there was a lack of specific education and a lack of physician confidence in 
prescribing therapies and devices to children with disabilities, as well as a need to expand 
education programs to better ensure quality health care for these children (Sneed, May, & 
Stencel, 2000). Both articles point out the need for educating primary health care 
providers more thoroughly in the care of a chüd with SHCN and their families.
These findings paralleled what I found in my study. Parents looked to health care 
ixofessionals far guidance, knowledge, and assistance in planning far the care of their
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children with SHCN. Information regarding programs and services available to families is 
crucial and families in my study did not feel they received this vital information.
Moreover, famUies did not receive the information when they needed it most, at the 
beginning, when they learned of their child's diagnosis or conditioiL
Pertinent to this discussion of the need for personalized direction is telehealth. 
Telehealth is a method of linking tertiary care centers with secondary-level health centers 
(Head, 2000). An assessment to determine the need for a telehealth program was 
conducted to examine the possibility of linking Prince George, B.C. with tertiary care 
centers for pediatric and women’s health care (Siden, 1998). Focus group participants 
identified some positive aspects of telehealth as reducing the travel burden for families; the 
potential for professional education from formal presentations and informal contact during 
consultations; and improved collaboration between professionals in the two geographic 
regions. This type of service would be consistent with meeting some of the needs 
expressed by parents in my study. Parents would have improved access to information 
fi"om health care professionals in tertiary care centers and have a possible reduction in the 
need to travel long distances.
Æggd/br Ckon&M&Mi awf OyyaMzaddw Akrwceg 
In British Columbia there are many services available to families caring for children 
with SHCN at home. The Ministry of Children and Families operates several programs, 
which include the At Home Program, the Nursing Respite Program, Nursing Supports, 
and Services for Persons with Mental Handicaps (SPMH). Parents in my study identified 
being frustrated with the lack of information available about existing programs and 
services; the lack of professional direction and guidance in finding out about programs;
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and the inconsistency of program availability. I learned of special grants and funding that 
were made available to certain families, but not oGGered to all families. FamiHes were 
floundering when it came to finding out about programs, using up a lot of energy and 
valuable time to do the research and coordination in the hope of getting into programs.
Parents expressed concern about a lack of services in some areas but their major 
concern was access to available services. Parents indicated that a guide to help them 
through the maze of programs and services available would be useful. As a result, parents 
were confused and frustrated with the health care system and their inability to access 
services appropriate to their child and family. One mother stated:
There was n o t. . .  any form of a support system that you could go [to ]. . .  find anything 
ou t .. .where are you to go from here?. . .  that’s what really pushed us into starting to 
do as much of the work as we did. . . .  I look at what, as a family, we’ve accomplished 
in less than a year, and think we could’ve been sitting here waiting . ..
At the time around diagnosis and the early stages of caring for their child with SHCN 
at home parent are stressed. They are trying to gain as much knowledge as possible 
regarding their child’s condition and at the same time maneuver within a complicated 
system in order to find appropriate services. One mother was frustrated with the system 
when she could not get into a program discovered by a search She stated:
I was in conçlete denial [our child] was eighteen months when we saw a video with 
children that were moving the same as [our chüd]. We had researched different 
programs and found one we Hked, but we needed authorization from our pediatrician to
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get into a program and he refused, be wrote questionable [diagnosis] and we couldn’t 
get into the program without our pediatrician's approval
Families need assistance in finding their way through the forms and the programs, 
which are unfamiliar. This is especially true in the beginning when parents are still new at 
doing everything. One motber described the challenges faced. She stated;
The start of the challenges was just trying to get some assistance, with dealing with the 
issues that are surrounding the needs that [our child] has. You know . . .  where do you 
turn to and where do you go? I’m sure half of the specialists that we had really tried to 
help in other areas, and tried to point us in directions to say well, you know, did you 
do this, do that. Because there was no resource, there was nothing . . .  at that point, we 
didn’t know that we should go to a community health unit, we didn’t even know that 
we should have been going to the Ministry.
When looking back on the experiences, families can pinpoint periods where they could 
have used some guidance. After negotiating the system and learning about the programs 
and services available, parents reflected on the frustration of not having a user's guide for 
the system. It was apparent that knowledge of programs and services was fi'agmented in 
the rural communities where the parents participating in my study lived.
Among the families, a single mother stands out as having been able to access aU of the 
services that she needed and wanted. What seemed to make the difference for her was 
being on social assistance prior to the birth of her child with SHCN, as well as having 
identified a public health nurse coordinator who managed things for her. Another family 
on social assistance without such a coordinator, however, did not have the same 
experience.
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During the course of my study, I had discussions with the Nursing Respite Consultant 
from the Northern Health Authority. She was extremely interested in my research because 
she had seen many families look for help, only to find that they did not fit the profiles of 
current programs. Interestingly, at a first meeting with the PHNs associated with the 
Children and FamUies Focus Group of the Northern Health Authority, the PHNs said that 
families identified by the nursing respite consultant had been refused access to the Nursing 
Respite Program and had not been actively followed. This information is consistent with 
the families in my study who experienced frustration with the inability to access help when 
it is most needed. The famUies’need for the coordination and organization of services 
related to knowing how to access programs and services was substantially unmet. 
Initiating Entry
For famUies participating in this study, services were not readUy available or if they 
were available, not offered to them. There needed to be someone or something to assist 
them in initiating entry into appropriate services needed by SHCN children and their 
famUies.
One mother had reached the end of her abUity to manage her child’s situation. The care 
needs of her son were becoming more demanding, placing a strain on the family, 
particularly the marital relationship. She made a decision to return to work and ended up 
putting her chUdren into a daycare. For this famUy, initiating entry to services was 
achieved when their son started in the daycare. The mother stated;
We got lucky, you get in touch with one person and someone manages to do
everything for you. But you know some people aren’t going to be that lucky . .  . If I
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hadn't been, who knows how kmg it wonM have been before we got into the (Zhild 
Development Center. . .  the whole ;nocednre is jnst not very user friendly.
Families experienced a lack of coordination of services, and they were at times unaware 
of services available. Families had unique situations that led them to them receive help and 
services. However, there was no set process far families to follow toward initiating entry 
into services.
The families in this study indicated that in order to get what was necessary for their 
child and family they always had to be assertive. Parents described it as having to “get 
angry and then push”. A father explained how he got what he wanted for his son. He 
stated:
The appointments that we had were only because I pushed to get them If I hadn't 
asked those questions or if I hadn’t had those concerns . . .  then they wouldn’t have 
been done . . .  you had to constantly push to get anything done.
One mother talked about how she managed to get what her child needed. She stated:
I would say . . .  that everything has been a fight. . .  I limit myself to one day a week, in 
which I deal with all the stuff to do with [our child]. Because that is all I can cope with 
That way if it’s been a bad night. . .  then I say okay, we'll try this again tomorrow. But 
when I’ve done my one day that week, that's aHIdo . . .  that’s all the fighting I can do 
for this week.
Parents explained that it is not in most people’s nature to fight, but in the quest to 
negotiate with providers to get services far their children they felt that they were pushed
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to the limits. They described having to do whatever it took to get what they needed for 
their chiklrGL
A family receiving social assistance expressed similar frustrations with the system 
T h^ child required special formula aitd vitamins due to his Hver failure. The father 
described the difhculties trying to negotiate with providaa to get these things paid for 
even when the doctor had ordered them He stated;
It took a couple of months before they Gnally agreed. These vitamins w ae costing over 
$100 a month and then there was the formula on top of that. We got so many people 
complaining to social services they finally agreed to pay for it.
One mother was able to talk about the plans she had to try to inçrove the services and 
care for her child in their community. She folt that there were a lot of difkrent avenues for 
support, but the challenge was in negotiating with providers for it.
For another mother, it took awhile before she had the courage to advocate for her 
child. She describes how she felt and how she had to get mad to get things done. She 
stated:
At the very beginning it was like you were scared to pick up the phone because you felt 
like you were. . .  a burden. . .  now I get mW. We were blind and under the water
then. My eyes are open, we know what we’re going to be dealing with so we might as 
well deal with it and be done with rL
Parents described being advocates for their children, doing everything possiWe to 
ensure that their children’s care needs were met. There was concern over the need to push 
and get angry in order to be heard. Again, parents described how frustrating it was to have 
no set procedure for ftunilies to follow toward negotiating with providers. They felt that
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the parents who negotiated with providers the kndest and hardest received the services 
they needed.
MmwABmmg Core
A category identihed within the need for the coordination of services was related to 
maintaining the delivery of care. Maintaining the delivery of care was described by parents
as not “falling through the cracks”. “Falling through the cracks” involved not getting the 
help and support needed, and specifically being denied access to government programs. 
Narrow qualifying criteria were reported in my study as the reason for denied access to 
programs by parents and validated by professionals. The Nursing Respite Consultant 
verified to me that families had applied to her program but did not fit the criteria despite 
presenting to her with unmet needs. The unique needs of children with rare conditions 
were not addressed in the screening process to programs. Despite the multitude of health 
professionals and the myriad of government programs to help families care for a child with 
SHCN, the families in my study did not feel that maintaining the delivery of care through 
the coordination and organization of services was a need adequately met. Parents 
described how they "fell between the lines and were essentially lost".
One mother described her struggle to get help in caring for her child with SHCN after 
being at a tertiary care center for five months. She stated, “When I couldn’t get any help 
from the programs I decided to train my mom. She got really tired and stuff, but she did it 
. . .  because I had to have something.”
Families were frustrated when they learned they were not eligible far services. The 
hamiliesinmy study had applied for assistance frx)m the At Home Program, as well as
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from the Nursing Reqiite Program. Some famDies applied and tbea reapplied to get 
services. A father describes his struggle with applications. He stated:
[Our child] was refused because he has to be dependent in three out of the four 
areas. . .  fseding, there's no way he could be listed as dependaiL But, because we put 
on their 6)rm that he can puH his own socks o f f . . .  they considered tlmt was not tota% 
dependent.
Families want to maintain the delivery of care required by their children through 
options offered through an array of services such as the ‘At Home Program' and the 
‘Nursing Respite Program'. The financial benefits are comprehensive for families, as well 
as the ability to maintain the delivery of care. When families do not qualify for these 
programs, they may be offered a respite component. This involved the family receiving a 
subsidy each year to be used far respite care. Unfortunate^, this served to further 
marginalize families by leaving them on their own to find providers of respite.
Families identified that they needed the coordination and organization of services by 
knowledgeable health professionals in order to meet the care needs of their children with 
SHCN. It was apparent from the families in my study that they experience problems 
related to accessing programs, initiating entry into services, negotiating with health care 
provida^ and mamtaining the delivery of care. Further, these proMems raise issues 
associated with the lengthy application and re-appMcation process, and the service gaps in 
some programs that created barriers to parents who are trying to provide optimal care for 
their children with SHCN at home in Nortban B.C.
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Parents described a key area of concern as being the amount of time it took to @nd out
about programs and services available to them. Programs that were available to families 
were not offered in all communities, which left families in small rural communities with no 
access to progranK. Families talked about what it took to get into programs. They 
described meeting the right people who went an extra mile for them in order to get them
the help that they needed. Two of the six families identified the Public Health Nurse as 
their main health care professional who "did everything" for them and was able to access 
all of the resources necessary to meet the families’ needs. There was, however, no 
consistent person identified by families as being positioned on the path to coordinated 
care.
Children with SHCN and their families often have difficulty locating and accessing 
services to meet their complex needs. One method of assisting families is through the 
provision of case management or care-coordination services (Jessop & Stein, 1994;
Kaufman, 1992; Lindeke, Krajicek, and Patterson, 2001; Presler, 1998; Smith, Layne, 
and GareU, 1994). These studies indicated that care coordination was readily accepted by 
families and resulted in the delivery of services not previously accessible. The 
Coordinating Center for Home and Community Care, for exanple, is described as a 
private, nonprofit community-based organization that identifies, coordinates, and monitors 
home care for children with SHCN (Kaufman, 1992). The case management offered 
through this program has been demonstrated as beneficial and cost effective. Jessop & 
Stein (1994) identified the benefits of a comprehensive program with case management in 
meeting the health need of families caring for children with chronic illness. Improved 
psychological and social outcomes are two of the benefits noted by the authors. There is
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much support in the literature to have case management services availaWe in order to
assist families to care for their children with SHCN at home. Case managers assess 
families and match their needs to the available programs. Families in n f^ study identiGed 
that they had a need for case management services.
Organization of services is anotber area that parents could be improved upon.
Parents were looking for a guide, a pamphlet, or a booklet that described to them the 
programs and services available and how to access them. A common problem encountered 
was that certain health care professionals were familiar with some programs and not 
others. Fragmentation of programs was evident with multiple health care providers as 
gatekeepers, being located in different places. A clear access point to programs and 
services was not identified to parents. AU of the parents reported that dealing with “the 
system was difficult, time-consuming, and stressful”. Parents stressed the need to develop 
uniform eligibility criteria for all major programs and services available based on identified 
family needs.
‘FamUy Voices’ is a grassroots advocacy network in the United States concerned with 
children and their health (Arango, 1997). This network works in partnership with health 
care providers to bring the famUy perspective to policy discussions and decisions. This
agency gathers and disseminates information to families regarding current issues that affect 
chUdren with SHCN. It plays an active role in any issue that might influence chUdren and 
families with disabilities or chronic illnesses. This type of network would benefit families 
and professionals in Canada by increasing their knowledge of current policy discussions 
and by providing a forum for families to voice their concerns related to caring for a child
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In pwarüciikir, it TRnoidcltxeiadhnintaygecHis to families in rural comnmnities who
lack knowledgeable health professionals and are seeking information.
The Canadian Associatk)n6orCoiim3inity Care (CACQ is a national, charitable, non- 
proht organization with a mandate to provide kadembÿ on issues of relevance to
providers, consumers, and others interested in community-based care. The CACC is 
committed to pursuing the development of a range of accessible, high quality, community 
care services designed to support, sustain, and strengthen family functioning. This includes 
the development of flexible and affordable respite options that address both the care needs 
of the child and reflect the choices and needs of individual families (CACC, 1996). CACC 
has worked in collaboration with the Health Network of the Canadian Policy Research 
Networks (CPRN), and independoit health care researchers (Tan, Hayes, & Hollander, 
2KXX^LC^\C(]hasconduc%xire*%uchregaKhnglxnne(%Beservkesfbrchfldrenvdfh 
special needs, yet none of the families or health care professionals in my study were aware 
of this research done by the CACC. This organization could be a valuable resource to 
families and health care professionals.
In British Columbia, programs for children with SHCN fall under the Ministry of 
Children and Family Development. Nursing Support Services is housed under this 
ministry, which provides professional, qualified nursing services to support at-home-care 
for children and youth with special needs and their families. This division combines the 
resources of the In School Support Program, the Nursing Respite Program, the 
assessment conçonent of the At Home program, and the nursing support required for 
children with SHCN in child care settings. The program is intended to provide families 
with organized care, and has one person identified who is connected to all of the above
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programs. This system is similar to a model of care coordination that has a single point of 
oitry from which all care is then coordinated. There is no additional service provided or 
monitoring for those families who fail to meet the eligibility criteria for these programs. 
Specifically, families who are “faUing through the cracks” are not served by this program.
The stress of caring for a child with SHCN at home was a heavy burden on parents and 
the need far knowledge was a mtgor theme. A parent's time was consumed with meeting 
the child’s care needs, working with health professionals, dealing with the system of 
programs and services, and managing the rest of the family. Three categories emerged 
from parents’ descriptions for the need for knowledge related to creating stability, 
nurturing resiliency, and relieving anxiety.
0%aÜMg AaWfmÿ
Parents described their experiences of living with uncertainty, which contributed to the 
need for knowledge related to creating stability. Families explained that they faced many 
situations with little or no information to guide them Families gathered as much 
information as possible and then had to sit back and decide how they were going to deal 
with everything. For many families there were no certain answers. Their concerns just 
remained with them, which contributed to feelings of instability. One mother described her 
feelings of uncertainty. She stated;
She has a chance of blindness and deafness, severe arthritis as a young adult, she had a 
chance of dwarfism but doesn’t have the dwarfism, she does have the severe myopia, so 
basically, it’s a waiting game. The rest of her problems won’t come out until later in life. 
They did a study onus, and they feel that it comes fiomnqf Ibmdbaiki's side ctftl*;fim]Dy\
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Basically they said that it was a one in a million thing that she got it. But, when she has 
children, there’ll be a good, 75-80% chance that they will have it as well.
Families are left to deal with the uncertainty of their child’s health and well being. As they 
looked into the future, they perceived information and knowledge as a way to create 
stabihty in their lives.
Nurturing Resiliency
Parents shared their experiences with me, but they wanted to ensure that their feelings 
were understood about how children with SHCN had enhanced and even changed their 
hves. In contrast to these positive scenarios, there were discouraging stories of marital 
distress, family discord, and depression due to the stresses of caring for their child with 
SHCN. A father described his life. He stated:
It’s hard to explain really . . . how much more challenging it is having a special needs 
child. I’m having troubles expressing what a typical day means for me. It’s . . . it’s 
everything from the dressing to feeding to play time to the moment you sit on the 
couch and start thinking about the future and what his future means. And to the times 
where you can’t believe how lucky you are because you happen to catch on TV or 
something where there’s another child that is far worse than ours. And you feel great, 
to another time where you know you’re depressed because why us, why him. . .  in 
some way all those things every day ..  . they all add up.
Most families expressed that the successes that they felt with their child were huge 
"ups" in their hves. The smallest improvements, such as weight gain or reaching a 
developmental milestone, were great joys for the families. One father described the 
successes stating, “We have short moments of normalcy that make us realize how lucky
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we are". Another mother shared how she forced herself to focus on the positives, amid the 
negatives. She stated: “It gave me increased strength in realizing you need to be happy to 
survive. And I guess its a good learning experience, its definitely been a good learning 
experience." Despite the stress of caring for a child with SHCN this mother was able to 
reflect back on the ejq)erience and see some positives. For one father, dealing with the 
negatives was explained as a necessity. He stated:
You deal with the down side of it because you have to, that’s aU. You don’t have a 
choice, you don’t dwell on it because if you do then it will just go down hill. So you 
just do it and make the best of it and go on.
There was a general feeling from parents that even though things were discouraging at 
times they would not do it any other way. Parents identified that the stress of caring for 
the child with SHCN affected their family, siblings, and the marital relationship itself. One 
mother talked about her marital breakdown:
It affected my relationship with my husband to the point now where we are no longer 
together . .. because it was four to eight months of having to just give everything of 
myself to her and I just couldn’t give it to the rest of the family. I took it all onto my 
shoulders and felt that it was me or nothing, which is sad because i t . . . should have 
been 50/50 and he should have learned how to care for her . . . .  but it happens you 
know.
This mother also described how the demanding care needs of her infant with SHCN 
affected her other child. She stated:
As far as my eldest..  . goes, now she’s going through crying fits and temper tantrums 
. . . because now Mom's back in her fife constant^ . . .  she gets vay jealous and very
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angry. Very angry, and if Fm hugging [child with SHCN] she just screams and tries to 
kick her. You know, its almost as if she thinks that I am going to go away again. . .  I 
think she's always going to be a little bit leery of that until she gets a little bit older and
knows that we’re all here.
A father described Ms struggle to deal with the care needs of his son and how it 
affected his marital relationship. It was definitely one of the lowest points in Ms Me. He 
stated:
I had my near breaking point to where it just about cost our marriage . . .  I had more 
than I could take. . .  I’d gone to the point where I’d had enough, I was going to leave. 
I just couldn’t deal with it anymore. I’m not even thinking clearly that I’m leaving her 
with the exact same stuff that I’m trying to run from Thank God, give me a smack on 
the back of the head or something . . . and that’s a year ago and I’m a way different 
person now.
As a category, resiliency in families was a continuously fluctuating state that some 
parents recognized as being related to needing information and knowledge. Other families 
unaware of the need for knowledge were influenced by stress in ways that pulled their 
families apart.
Relieving Anxiety
Parent’s anxiety was associated with fear of the future. For exanople, parents expressed 
concerns regarding their child’s ability to manage the developmental milestones expected 
along the way. Walking, talking, eating, toileting, and dressing oneself are some of the 
taken for granted things that children acMeve. Parents described how they dreaded their 
child never being able to accomplish these milestones. Purtha", parents thought past these
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early milestones to adolescence and young adultbood, wondering if their cbDd would ever
be independent and successful One mother expressed her concerns about the future of her 
daughter. She stated:
Right now its not so bad because she's stiHjust a baby, but as she gets olda  ^I thmk 
then it will be a lot harder. . .  and I'm scared . . .  what kind of equqmoent wiH she need
. . . will she be in a wheelchair. You see other special needs children, the drooling, the 
bibs and the loud noises and that scares me.
Parents described witnessing the steps that other families go through, comparing their 
child to other children with SHCN. A father talked about his feelings regarding the future 
of his son stating: “I look a lot down the road at what things I can expect, for our hfe and 
his Hfe, and that’s hard.”
AH of the children with SHCN in my study were of preschool age and their parents 
spoke of future concans regarding the transition to school The concern was for the 
preservation of the child’s emotional and social weH being, along with the school’s ability 
to meet the child’s physical care needs. One mother stated:
We are both teachers so we can imagine the impact that our son could have on a 
teacher and an entire classroom. We know the rules for giving medication in the school 
so we plan to teach [our child] to do everything for himself before he goes. Its stuff like 
field trips and PE that are concerns for us, and then of course there is the rebellious 
teen [years].
This family was familiar with the school system and felt that they would receive little 
support, which would make it necessary to have their son as independent as possible 
before he entered school
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As the child ages, the disability may become more pronounced and for many families 
harder to manage. The need for information and knowledge was understood as a response 
to relieve the anxiety associated with caring for their child with SHCN. The ability to 
relieve anxiety, however, was understood as a continuously fluctuating state that some 
parents controlled by acquiring information and knowledge, while &ar of the Aiture 
controlled others.
Families expressed their need to gain more information and knowledge regarding the 
condition of their child in order to manage the future concerns that may come their way. 
Repeatedly, parents expressed that there was little information given to them that related 
to home care or realistic future expectations. Parents were frustrated at trying to get 
information that applied to their child’s diagnosis or condition. Diehl, Moffitt, and Wade 
(1991) reported that the feeling of frustration in trying to get information specific to their 
child’s condition was overwhelming for parents. Parents were reported to have needs for 
information and knowledge specific to their child’s condition, as well as to the care and 
services required in the future.
Uncertainty surrounding the nature and course of chronic conditions has been identified 
as a major stress that influences family functioning (Cohen, 1993a; Dodgson et al., 2000; 
Patterson & Garwick, 1994). This finding corroborated with the results in my study, 
which described parents’ uncertainty regarding their child’s condition There is 
considerable variation in the degree and types of uncertainty that characterize various 
childhood chronic conditions. Cohen (1993b) identified dimensions of uncertainty for 
parents of children with chronic illnesses as uncertainty about the illness event, the time
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frame or course of the illness, the etiology of the illness, the treatment, and the prognosis. 
Although the long-term survival of children with chronic conditions has improved, the 
prognosis is not always clear. For some of these children, the life expectancy is fairly well 
known, but for many others it is far less certain. The same holds for the course of the 
condition. Uncertainty surrounding the predictability of the child’s synptoms varies. 
Parents of young children need to balance the developmental needs of the child and the 
management of the child’s condition on a daily basis. This task becomes more challenging 
when the child’s syrrçjtoms vary from day to day in unpredictable ways. New 
developmental needs of the child with SHCN have been identified as potential “trigger 
points” for increased caregiver uncertainty (Cohen, 1993b). Parents in my study were 
looking to the future and concerned with what to expect for their child and the entire 
family. Health care providers can assist family caregivers in creating stability within 
environments optimal for healthy growth and development by addressing parents’ needs 
for information and knowledge. Additional research, however, is needed to understand the 
ways in which parents of children with SHCN create stability within their family 
environments.
AU parents described how they came to understand the stress on their marital 
relationship, on not having enough time to spend with a spouse, and on siblings as 
concerns. It is common for families to pass through difficult stages as they learn to manage 
the care and management of their children with SHCN. McCubbin and McCubbin (1993) 
developed the Resiliency Model of FamUy Adjustment and Adaptation. This model 
describes factors such as external influences and family attitudes that affect a family’s 
reaction to stress, such as a chronic illness in a chUd.
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Several authors have described the challenges facing parents of children with chronic 
illnesses (Anderson, 1983; Canam, 1993; Hymovich, 1976). In order for parents to 
manage tbeir chDd's care, information and knowledge mast be accessed and pxtfessional
guidance must be sought (Canam 1993). The challenge for families in my study was that 
resources available in their rural communities did not meet their needs for information and 
knowledge. Families described doing their own research, using the Internet, and consulting 
with knowledgeable health care professionals over the phone. Clearly, families need 
improved access to information and to become knowledgeable, and with the help of health 
care professionals, they may learn how to create stability, nurture resiliency, and relieve 
anxiety as they attempt to manage the care needs of their child with SHCN.
Summary
hi Chapter five, I identified five major needs and discussed them in relation to the 
theoretical and research literature. Specifically, the need far respite for families that is
flexible and innovative in its options and can be accessed by parents in rural communities 
was understood through the category of time. Increased funding directed towards 
ensuring that properly educated respite providers are available was emphasized.
The need for support was seen as extremely important for families caring for children 
with SHCN and was understood through four categories. The need for support related to 
situations at the time of diagnosis, the involvement of family members, learning from 
similar families, and managing finances. Health care professionals must assess families’ 
need for support. The framework of conceptualizing support described by HaU (1996) and 
the eight common adaptive tasks of parents caring for a chronically ill child described by 
Canam (1993) were consistent with my findings. The need for personalized direction from
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health care professionals was deemed important by families in my study, in order that they 
might better meet the needs of their child with SHCN. The need for personalized direction 
related to effective communication and coordination of services, people who made a 
difference, and challenges of living in a rural community. Health care professionals need to 
be educated in the care of families, as well as in the care needs of children with chronic 
illnesses and special health care needs.
Parents explained how an identified care coordinator or manager of care would be an 
ideal solution for families trying to manage the care of a child with SHCN at home.
Models of care coordination are found in the literature and need to be examined to 
determine their use in a new context, such as with families living in the Northern Health 
Authority. Families would benefit from services being reorganized in order to ensure that 
they have fair and justifiable access and eligibility to programs based on their needs. The 
need frtr coordination of services was understood in relation to a family's ability to access 
programs, initiate entry into services, negotiate with health care providers, and maintain 
the delivery of care. The need for knowledge was understood in relation to a family’s 
ability to create stability, nurture resiliency, and relieve anxiety.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Five recurring needs were identified in my study that directly related to the unmet needs 
of families caring for a child with SHCN in the Northern Interior of B.C. Families need to 
have flexible and aSordable respite options available to them that address both the care
needs of the child and reflect the choices and needs of individual families. The needs of 
parents for support must be assessed and services planned in relation to stressful situations 
when there is a lack of support from family members, when there are no connections with 
similar families, and when problems with finances exist. Families need to have personalized 
direction from qualified health care professionals. Families caring for children with special 
health care needs require coordinated and organized services. And, access to information 
and knowledge is needed to enable families to create stability, nurture resiliency, and 
relieve anxiety in their lives as they care for children with SHCN.
/MyfkaüufK
The findings have irrplications for community health practice, education, and research. 
As well, there are irrpMcations for planning services to support families caring for a child 
with SHCN at home in the Northern Health Authority.
Nursing Practice
Nurses encounter children with SHCN and their families with increasing frequency in 
hospitals, homes, schools, and other community settings. The findings can inform nurses 
about the needs of families caring for a child with SHCN at home, providing direct 
relevance for nurses who work with these families. First, the findings can assist PHNs to 
broaden their role fiom the provision of care to planner and provider of care by taking on
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the mie of overall case manager or care coordinator for a family. Nurses would be able to
facilitate communication and collaboration among other health professionals involved with 
the family and assist in coordinating services across agencies. At the same time, nurses 
would be able to help prepare families to take on the case manager role for themselves 
where tgipmpriate.
Second, if there are discrepancies in the services available and the services being 
requested by a hunily, the hndings can assist nurses to understand the importance of
ensuring the family’s needs are met. The nurse can identify the unmet needs and advocate 
for and with families for improved services to meet their needs.
Education
Understanding the care that is required for children with SHCN at home by their 
parents is evolving at a rapid rate. The findings revealed that parents’ experiences are 
important in enabling nurses and other health care providers to identify family needs. 
However, health professionals who work with these families may not have an appreciation 
for the differences between their perception of the family’s needs and the family’s 
perception of their own needs. Ideally, in-service education about the needs of families 
caring for a child with SHCN at home need to be made available for nurses, for example, 
before they begin working with these children and their families in the home and other 
settings.
The findings could be incorporated into course content for student nurses. In particular, 
students could learn about caring for a child with SHCN at home that included the 
family’s perspective. The role of advocate could also be a focus in order to help student 
nurses understand the experience of families trying to access services for their child with
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SHCN. Additionally, student nnrses could learn what it means to help parents negotiate
with providers in the health care system, fill out forms, and deal with restrictive qualifying 
criteria. They could learn how to plan interventions that support families during the time 
of diagnosis, as well as explore the kind of support that exists from family members, 
between similar families, and far managing their finances.
This study also informs families’ needs for education. Particular periods of time were 
seen as precipitating the need for education, such as when initially learning to care for a 
child with SHCN. When the child has a rare condition, for example, families found it more 
difficult to obtain information regarding the condition and care required. Improved access 
to information and to knowledgeable health professionals is necessary for ensuring the 
families’ needs for education are met.
The findings point to the need for ongoing education for nurses and health 
professionals who work with this unique population of children and their families, as well 
as for the families themselves. As the care for children with SHCN changes rapidly, so 
does the education for those involved in their care need to change accordingly.
Research
Further research that validates and expands on the needs of families caring for a child 
with SHCN is needed. Information on the development of and the use of tools for nurses 
and other health professionals that assist in the assessment of fanrily needs would be 
beneficial and could be applied to practice.
A second area for further research could focus on differences in needs between families 
in rural versus urban settings. While most of the families who participated in my study 
were living in rural communities, the research question did not address rural-urban
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differences in access to care. Insight into understanding the unique needs of families in 
rural settings would be an ingx)rtant area for further study. Increased understanding of the
barriers preventing access to services and the gaps in service, for example, may help to 
decrease the numbers of families who are "falling through the cracks".
Augrum fkwwwg awf ffïga&A fWiçy
The findings have implications for the broader sphere of program planning related to 
support services for families caring for a child with SHCN at home. The findings suggest 
that parents are in need of specific kinds of services that are not available to families all of 
the time. For example, aU the parents in my study were looking for respite care services 
and were disappointed in the lack of available options. Nurses need to identify these gaps 
in services, as well as take on the role of advocating for families who need services.
The findings have identified families’ needs change over time and are dependent on the 
care needs of the child with SHCN. Programs need to be flexible to ensure that the 
changing needs of families are met. Nurses in the role of case manager or care coordinator 
could effect change in programs to ensure that there is personalized direction for families 
and that services for families are coordinated and organized.
For families in rural areas where services are simply not available, gaps in services must, 
be recognized. Gaps in services were identified by families who lived in the Northern 
Health Authority boundaries. Clearly, alternative models of service delivery to rural areas 
must be available when planning programs that provide necessary services to families with 
a child with SHCN.
Because the care needs of children with SHCN are unique, individualized care planning 
must take place. There must be flexibility built into programs so that the coordinators of
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care can provide services along a continuum best suited to both the Amily's and child's 
needs.
The findings have inçlications Air the planning of programs and services to support 
6milies caring Air a cbDd with SHCN at home. There needs to be coordination and 
organization of services within the health care system, with the development of a directory 
Air Amilies of the services available to them and the procedures Air accessing them, to 
ensure equitable access to ah. A consistent person must be identiAed to parents as a 
coordinator of the multiple services and programs that are available. This must be in place 
as soon as a child is bom or diagnosed with SHCN.
KecoMMMeadaAws
This research has identiSed Ave needs of families caring Air a child with SHCN at home 
in the Northern Heath Authority of British Columbia. The implicaAons o f the Andings 
related to these Ave needs have been presented. Throughout this research experience, I 
was continually amazed at the resiliency of the 6mAies caring Air a child with SHCN at 
home, but at the same time I was dismayed by the lack of support they were experiencing. 
AAer care Ad consideration, I feel that there are two major recommendations arising Aom 
this study that if carried out would beneAt Amihes caring for a child with SHCN at home 
in the Northern Health Authority:
# Provision of coordinated congnehensive care to Amdies who do not qual% Ar or 
meet the criteria Ar the current government programs is essential A care 
coordinator should be idenAAed to each Andly, and would be knowledgeable 
about all health and/or social services that a Amily might wish to access. Care 
coordination is an active process that promotes and supports a Am%'s cqiaciAes
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and congieteDcies to identi^, obtain, coordinate, monitor and evaluate resources 
and services to meet their needs. Families are not being picked up early enough, 
and when they do not quali^ &r government programs they are not likely to 
receive pro6ssional care coordination. This is oitical to 6milies in the early stages 
of learning to care for their child with SHCN. Families who do not quali^ 6)r 
current government programs need to be reassessed at hequept intervals, and 
naonitored to ensure that their needs are being met. We must ask Amihes ^ lat 
their needs are in order to be able to assist them appropriately. The PHN has been 
identihed in my study as being supportive and helpful in coordinating care, but 
another health proAssional may be more appropriate for a family given their 
specific type of needs. This study suggests that care coordination will support 
parents and alleviate some of the pressures as they are learning to care Ar their 
child with SHCN, and transition them back into the community. Most Amihes will 
eventually be able to take over this role, but at a time when they are ready Ar it. 
Within the Northern Health Authority there are Amilies who are having their needs 
met, but there are also Amihes who are Ailing through the cracks and not having 
their needs met, and it is this population that the Ministry of Children and Family 
Development must address.
* Respite must be available to all Amilies where they live in order to relieve the 
Amily caregivers Ar a specihc period o f time while Acilitating a positive and 
rewarding experience Ar the child with SHCN. There must be a central point of 
access where parents can be inArmed about and assessed Ar eligibility Ar all 
available respite services. Planning and funding of respite care services must
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conslda the jW range of 6müy needs. A variety of respite options should be 
availaWe, as one standard ^proach 5)r all Amilies is not a^ ^Kopriate. The Ministry 
of Children and Fam% Development must ensure access to both in home and out of 
home respite options, and respite services should be delivered in a proactive manner 
through anticq)atory planning and health promotion. Determination of eligibility &r 
services should be based on the needs o f the Amily. Agencies need to have 
appropriately trained health care pro Assionals to provide respite care to the 
population of children with SHCN, and they must be aware o f the value of respite 
and other supports to the Amilies. Inproving the availability o f respite care options 
and ensuring that health care proAssionals are adequateb  ^trained to provide respite 
care will enhance the quality of li& A t the children with SHCN and their Amilies in 
the Northern Health Authority.
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W HO PAYS F o u  THE SERVICE?
There is no direct cost to families for a 
child admitted to the Nursing Respite 
Program. A child admitted to this 
program may also be eligible for the 
benefits o f the At Home Program 
including the provision of medical 
equipment and supplies.
W H O  PROVIDES THE  
NU RSING  RESPITE?
The B.C. Ministry o f Health's Nursing 
Respite Program contracts with an 
appropriate nursing agency. The agency 
caregivers actually provide the respite 
care. Families actively participate in the 
selection of nurses to provide the 
necessary care to their children.
How ARE REFERRALS MADE?
Anyone may refer a child for Nursing 
Respite: parents, physicians, community 
hea;th nurses, hospital staff^  social workers
To make a referral or to obtain more 
information please telephone:
N ursing Respite Program  
(Burnaby) 
1-660 7797
or contact the Resource Line
Ministry o f Health 
1-800-742-1820
312.0010.0110/91
The
N u r s i n g
RESPITE
PROGRAM
^gA T O C E IH ER  
WËG4RE
'MNBIXy OF HEALTH
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WHAT I s  NURSING RESPITE?
9
Many families today arc caring at home 
for children who have highly specialized 
medical needs. These families are 
trained, skilled, willing and capable 
o f meeting those needs. Respite 
contributes to emotional and physical 
health, and allows the families to 
continue successfully caring for 
their child at home.
Nursing respite provides periods o f 
relief or rest to these families in order 
for parents to spend time together, with 
other children or hriends, or time alone. 
It is not "round the clock" nursing that 
replaces hospital care.
The program supports the family in their 
primary caregiving role by providing 
respite or relief The nursing respite 
service will be provided in-home by 
qualihed and trained registered and 
licensed practical nurses.
W H O  I s  ELIGIBLE?
A child will be considered for eligibility 
providing the child:
* has a medically complex condition
* is under 19 years o f age
* is a resident o f B.C.
* is being cared for at home or 
discharge plans arc in place 
for care at home
" requires a high level o f nursing care
T
H e a l th  C a re  needs may include  
the fo llow ing :
" tracheostomy care 
" ventilator support 
" total parenteral nutrition
* home dialysis
» cardiac monitoring 
" complex seizure disorder 
management
* palliative care
* broncho pulmonary dysplasia 
with home oxygen
" other complex medical conditions
H o w  DOES IT WORK?
A nursing consultant from the 
Nursing Respite Program will assist 
each eligible family to plan th ^  respite 
needs. This respite is usually provided 
in the child*s home. Other options may 
be considered on an individual basis.
The nursing consultant maintains 
close contact with the family in order 
to respond to changing respite needs. 
Initial estimates o f respite hours are 
reviewed on an ongoing basis. The 
hours may be revised up or down 
depending on changes in individual 
situations. This quality assurance 
measure ensures that all o f our 
clients receive the optimum 
level o f respite services.
I
I
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„BRiTISH
C o l u m b ia
At Home Program
Ministry for 
Children and Fam ilies Application
Information
The At Home Program (AH?) provides medical and respite benefits for children with special needs who 
arc living with their parents.
The AHP provides supports and services for families w ho 
are caring for children w ith special needs. The A HP is 
intended to assist fam ilies w ho are facing extraordinary costs 
and care dem ands because o f  their child’s special needs.
Children who are assessed as dependent in four areas o f  
daily living; eating, dressing, toileting and washing are 
eligible for full A H P benefits. Children who are considered 
dependent in three areas are eligible for either medical o r 
respite benefits. E lig ib ility  is reassessed on a regular basis.
Children or parents w ho are in receipt o f  third party funding 
for services that w ould  be duplicated by the AHP, m ay not 
be eligible for A H P benefits.
Off f/ig rgÿwtrgmg/iü /h r
Children m ust be enrolled w ith the British C olum bia 
Medical Services Plan to qualify  for AHP medical benefits. 
Generally this m eans that the child must be a  Canadian 
citizen or have a right to reside perm anently in Canada. The 
child must m ake his o r her hom e in British Colum bia, be 
resident for three m onths, and be physically present in 
British C olum bia at least 6 m onths in a calendar year.
Children w ho require direct nursing care through N ursing 
Support Services are autom atically eligible for AHP M edical
B enefits.
The A HP provides respite and medical benefits for children 
who are dependent in four areas o f  daily living. A choice o f  
respite or m edical benefits is available for children w ho are 
dependent in three out o f  four areas o f  daily living.
Respite Benefits
The A HP provides basic respite benefits directly to families. 
Parents m ay purchase the type o f  respite care which is 
appropriate for their ch ild  and family.
Medical Benejlts
AHP m edical benefits may include: essential medical 
equipment and supplies, hearing aids, medical 
transportation, p rescrip tion  m edications. Medical Services 
Plan prem ium s, dental, optical, orthodontic services and 
some extended therapies.
WAgfg cow / ggf am /brm?
A pplication forms are available at local offices o f  
Com m unity Living Services, M inistry  fo r C hildren and 
Fam ilies, or from local Health Units.
7 ybr (Ae AHP?
C om plete Section A o f  the application form. R equest that 
y o u r child’s physician complete Section B. Return the 
com pleted form to the local Health Unit.
T he A HP Regional Contact will review  your application and 
request that an assessment be com pleted. A  qualified 
assessor w ill contact you to make an appointm ent to m eet 
w ith  you and your child. The assessor m ay also contact 
you r child’s physician and other health care professionals to 
review  your child’s needs and abilities.
HAaf Ü fAe ro/g?
T he assessor will arrange to visit you and you r child  in your 
hom e. The assessor will complete an assessm ent o f  your 
c h ild ’s abilities in four areas o f  daily  living: dressing, 
w ashing, toileting, and eating. The assessor w ill send the 
assessm ent to the AHP Regional contact and will provide 
you  w ith a copy for your records.
T he Regional Eligibility Comm ittee w ill review  your 
application and your child’s AHP assessm ent, and will 
determ ine eligibility. You will receive a  letter notifying you 
o f  the eligibility decision.
HTiaf g cAfW w mof g/(gf6/g?
Regional s ta ff will assist you to explore other possible 
resources o r services to support your child and family.
I f  you disagree with the decision o f  the Regional Eligibility 
C om m ittee or feel you’ve been treated unfairly, you may 
apfieàl the eligibility decision. Information on AHP appeals 
and the Complaint Resolution Process is available at your 
local office o f  Ministry for Children and Families.
foryifffAgr co/zfacf:
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Parents will be provided with various forms of information 
including printed information, informal and formal 
discussions, lectures and workshops. In addition, a catalogue 
of our libraryjmaterials and research articles will be made 
available to them. These textbooks and reading materials 
will be available to families on a loan basis.
GATEWAY BEHAVIOURAL 
SUPPORT SERVICES
School Liaison and Information Sharing
A child with autism will benefit mostfrom having consistency 
in his home and school programs and it is part of the aim 
of the therapist to assist in ensuring such consistency. The 
therapist will contact the school prior to plan development 
to gather information and will share information and 
strategies after the plan has been developed. The therapist 
will offer assistance to those working with the child in the 
school setting by: explaining or demonstrating strategies 
that are effective in the home setting; providing a copy of the 
behavioural support plan; and attending and contributing 
to meetings concerning the child.
If more extensive consultation and advice concerning 
curriculum planning are required by the school, the school 
should contact the Gateway Provincial Resource program 
which is staffed by educational consultants who specialize 
in the area of teaching children with autism. For further 
information on the Gateway Provincial Resource Program, 
please call 946-3610.
Locations
Gateway Behavioural Support Services are available in 
Vancouver and the Lower Mainland, the Kootenays and 
Northern B.C. These Services are funded exclusively by the 
Ministry of Social Services. To request a referral to Gateway 
Behavioural Support Services, call your nearest ministry
Support for Fam ilies 
o f Children w ith  Autism
Vancouver & 
Lower Mainland
Ladner OŒce 
TeL 946-2422 
Fax: 946-8429
Northern B.C.
Prince George OfBce 
Tel: 561-1194 
Fax: 561-1195
Kootenays
Nelson OEBce 
Tel: 352-6026 
Fax:352-2962
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GATEWAY BEHAVIOURAL SUPPORT SERVICES 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The objective of the Gateway Behavioural Support Program 
is to assist families in their attempts to understand and help 
their child with autism. The therapist works with the family 
and child and teaches parents the skills and knowledge they 
need to use with their child. This is done through discussion, 
demonstration, and coaching.
With an understanding ofboth the demands that a child with 
autism places on a family and the types of behavioural 
management, life skills, and communication programs that 
may be most helpful, the therapist collaborates with families 
to develop a behavioural support plan. The plan addresses 
and sets realistic goals. The therapist’s recommendations 
take into account the family’s values, their physical and 
emotional environment, the family dynamics, and the time 
the family has to work on the plan.
SERVICES PROVIDED
Assessment o f Family Priorities
The first step for the support therapist is to meet with the 
family and determine what their priorities are for their child 
with autism. Priorities identified may be very general, such 
as helping their child become more independent, or very 
specific, such as toilet training. The therapist will address 
whatever the concerns are and will assist families in 
elaborating upon their goals.
Environmental, Communication, and Functional 
Behavioural Assessments
Informal assessments of areas identified by the parents and 
other caregivers will be undertaken. Such assessments will 
help to clarify the issues of concern and provide the 
therapist with the type of information required to establish 
programs and strategies. The assessments will be both child 
specific and setting specific. The child's strengths and 
weaknesses will be identified as well as the factors in the 
environment that may be influencing the child’s behaviour.
Individualized Program Design
The devdopment and design of programs will be carried
out by the behavioural therapist in consultation with the 
family. The plan will take into consideration the family 
dynamics and community setting limitations. The programs 
will address areas of concern as identified by the families 
and support staff working with the child in the home and in 
the community.
Consultation and Hands on Demonstration
Hands on demonstration and training to the child care staff, 
special needs day care staff, respite care givers and family 
members who are interacting with the child will be provided. 
In addition the behavioural therapist will function as a “job 
coach ” when requested by the family and/or support staff to 
ensure that the intervention procedures in use are being 
carried out as designed o r revised as necessary. Parents will 
be encouraged to keep daily anecdotal logs giving the 
behavioural therapist and parent valuable feedback as to 
the success of the program. Support staff will be expected 
to keep data in order to evaluate the success of the program 
or to identify a need for change.
Informal and Formal Training
Informal training to child care staff, special needs day care 
staff, respite care givers, parents, siblings and extended 
family m em bers will be offered including; a) an 
understanding of autism and pervasive developmental 
d iso rd ers; b ) com m unica tion  and behav ioural 
characteristics of this population; c) information on 
successful m ethods of interacting and instructional 
techniques designed to promote learning both in the home 
and in the community.
Parents involved in this service along with any support staff 
assigned to the child will be eligible to receive the formal 
personnel training offered at Gateway.
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Caring for a Child with Special Health Care Needs at Home: The Needs and 
Concerns of Families in Northern BC
Background Information: My name is Heather Correale and I am presently doing 
graduate work in the Master of Community Health Science Program at the University of 
Northern British Columbia. For UQf Master's Thesis I am studying the experiences and 
perceived needs of parents who are caring for a child with special health care needs at 
home who do not qualify for support fiom existing government programs. Since moving 
to Prince Geoige in 19911 have worked a Public Health Nurse at the Northern Interior 
Health Unit and also work relief on the Pediatrics floor at the Prince George Regional 
Hospital My nursing career has focused on children and their families and while living in 
Vancouver I worked at EC's Children's Hospital for six years. I gained experience 
working with children with special health care needs while working as a coordinator for 
the discharge of children dependent on technology. These experiences have increased my 
awareness and sensitivity to the needs and concerns of children with special health care 
needs and their families.
It is wen recognized that caring for a child with special health care needs is a great 
challenge for parents. The results of this study will hopehilly provide further insight into 
this experience and identi^ horn the parents and children's perspectives their needs. 
Identification of the needs of parents and children is necessary in order to successfully 
plan, develop, and implement effective health care services: those which are responsive to 
the needs and concerns of families such as yours.
What is involved: If you are interested and agree to particçate in this study, I will 
arrange to meet with you for an interview, either in your home or in an alternate location 
selected by yourself. I anticipate that there will be one interview for each family member 
partic^ating lasting approximately one to two hours. I will invite you to share your 
experiences of what it is like to care far a child with special health care needs at home. If 
possible, I would like to speak with both parents; however, meeting with one parent or 
caregiver would be acceptable.
Information is confidential: The interviews will be tape recorded, but no identifying 
information will be used in the study. The tape-recorded data will only be shared with 
members of n^ thesis committee and the tapes will be erased following completion of the 
study. No names or other identifying information will appear in any written records or the 
final thesis document.
Potential Benefits and Concerns: Participation in this study is conqrletely voluntary and 
involves no known personal risks or discomharts to you or other family members. Non­
participation or withdrawal 6om the study will in no way jeopardize your access to care 
for your child or alter your relationship with other health care pro&ssionals or agencies. 
The potential benefits and outcomes of this study will be increased knowledge and 
understanding of families' experiences and their perceived needs. Sharing of this 
knowledge with health care professionals working with families caring for a child with 
special health care needs wiH increase their effectiveness in meeting the families' needs. In 
the thesis and any papers arising from this research you would be identified by a 
pseudonym.
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Questions: If you are interested in participating in the study, or would like Autber 
information, please feel 6ee to call me at my home phone nuniber (562-8819) and I will be 
happy to answer any questions you may have.
Your consideiution of this request is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Heather Correale, BSN, RN, (MSc student) 562-8819 
Martha MacLeod, PhD, RN, (Thesis Advisor) 960-6507
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Interview Question;
1. Please describe for me a usual day for your family, and specifically the care required for 
your child with SHCN at home.
Probes: Can you give me an example?
Can you tell me about a time that happened?
Please explain......
In what way............
2. What strategies have you found most helpful in managing your child's care at home? 
Probes: How have you managed your child's health care needs on a day to day 
basis?
What strategies have you used to meet your child's developmental needs 
and the developmental needs of other family members?
What have you found most helpful in coping with the ongoing challenges 
associated with you child's SHCN?
What informal or formal support systems have you found helpful in 
managing you child's special health care needs at home?
3. Looking back on you experiences, what have been the challenges for you in caring for 
you child with SHCN at home?
4. What has been the most rewarding experience for you and your family since you have 
been caring for your child with SHCN at home?
5. What impact has your child's SHCN had on him/her, yourself and other family 
members?
Probes: What have been the m^or changes in your family lik since your child was 
hrst diagnosed with his/her health condition?
6. Looking back at your experiences in caring for your child with SHCN at home, how 
do you see yourself coping with your child's care needs now conqmred to when he/she 
was first diagnosed or discharged &om hospital?
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Parücipadon Consent Fonn
You are invited to participate in a research study titled "Caring for a Child with Special 
Health Care Needs at Home: The Needs and Concerns of Families in Northern BC". The 
pmpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of what families perceive to be their 
needs when they are caring for a child with special health care needs at home and do not 
qualify for support horn government programs.
What is involved: Your involvement will take no more than 2 hours of your time. I will 
ask you to [w tic^ te in an interview, which will be tape recorded so that I can 
concentrate on what you are saying, rather than on taking notes.
PotentnU benefits and concerns: Participation m the study involves no known personal 
risks or discomforts, or direct beneGts for yourself or otha  ^family members.
Participation is voluntary: Is you choose not to participate or wish to withdraw horn the 
study it will in no way jeopardize you child's care or alter your relationship with other 
health care professionals or agencies.
Information is confidential: You can refuse to answer any questions or to stop the 
interview at any time. You can also request that any tape or portion of a ttq)e be erased.
AH tapes win be transcribed (typed). No names or identifying information, which would 
disclose your identity, wiH appear in any of the written reports. All tapes wiH be kept in a 
secured place and wiH be erased at the end of the study. The information obtained will be 
written into a thesis and may be presented at conferences and used to educate other health 
care professionals and families.
Questions: If you have any questions now or at anytime during the study, please contact 
us.
Investigator: Heather Correale, BSN, RN, MSc student Phone: 562-8819 
Thesis Advisor: Martha MacLeod, PhD, RN, Professor Phone: 960:6507
I/We understand the nature of this study and give my/our consent to participate. I/We 
acknowledge recei^ of a copy of the participants' information letter and consent form.
Signature:________________________  Date:____________________
Signature:  Date: ______________
Witness:_________________________  Date:____________________
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Table 1 
Presentation of the Data Analysis
The Need 
For 
Respite
i
The Need 
For 
Support
The Need 
For Support Related to 
Personalized Direction
The Need 
For Coordination 
of Services
The Need 
For 
Knowledge
InabilMy to take break# 
Never being able to provide 
enough care.
Support;
At the time of diagnoel#
Family
From Similar Famille#
Lo## of Normalcy & Social I#olatlon 
Finance#
Acce## to#ervlce#
Initiating entry 
Negotiating with provider# 
Maintaining care
Dealing with 
Ongoing 
Concerns
Collaboration with 
Health ProfessionalsTime
Communication 
Making a Difference 
Rural Communities
Creath% Stability 
Nurturing Resiliency 
Relieving Anxiety
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